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TOWARDS COST-EFFECTIVE, ‘PERFECT’ PRINT PRODUCTION
As this issue goes to print, it’s almost time for the curtains to rise at drupa. In today’s ever so dynamic world, it is all about 
being cost-effective, responding quickly and raising the creative bar. Reflecting some of that spirit at drupa will be Cron. Live 
printing presentations on its stand will highlight, what the company calls, its progress towards ‘perfect print’. It’s an example 
of where technology can take you. The new Blackwood low-chemistry UV plate (seen in picture above), exhibits exacting dot 
reproduction, from one to 98 per cent. With a simple ‘wash out’ bath, plates are not only ready in seconds but the process 
minimises the consumption of chemicals and water. See also page 37.
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Catering to the young and the old, in 
an effort to forge lasting bonds

It is interesting to read on the NiemanLab website 
that The New York Times (NYT) is taking its expertise 
and access to the classroom. The article by Ricardo 
Bilton says “the dual challenges of  sinking print 
readership and contracting digital ad revenue are 
forcing legacy publishers to ponder new ways of  
making money”. NYT seems to have found a new 
way by opening a summer camp. Bilton says a few 
hundred high school students will spend a couple of  
weeks at the NYC Summar Academy this summer to 
get through “a set of  courses designed to give students 
a comprehensive, cross-sectional look at some of  
the big areas within the Times’ wheelhouse”. Some 
of  the courses offered include Sports Management 
and Media, Writing for Television: Inside the Writers’ 
Room, and The Future of  Fashion. 

Newspapers in India and indeed across the world 
have over the past several years been trying hard 
to attract young readers. Now, this initiative by 
NYT seems a sensible thing to do and newspaper 
publishing houses in India should consider offering 
similar courses for students. The idea is not just to 
earn extra income. Bilton quotes Raymond Ravaglia, 
director of  the precollege division at The School 
of  NYT: “The goal here is to get the students out 
of  the classroom and into the intersection of  ideas 
and careers. They spend a lot of  their time studying 
and getting new ideas, but they don’t have a sense 
of  how these ideas get operationalised in the world 
in terms of  careers.” How true! Such exercises 
must give students an opportunity to focus on the 
community, the neighbourhood, the city they live 
in. And you never know – from such exercises may 
dawn a student’s love for heritage or civic issues or 
sport or food, or even Journalism. 

Bilton says NYT charges nearly $4000 for the 
two-week summer course and that the cost has not 
discouraged students from signing up. By Indian 
middle-class standards, this is pretty expensive. I am 
sure media houses here can work out a reasonable 
fee. What’s also important is to get their reporters 
associated with the programme. We have students 
applying to intern in newspaper offices, but 

newspapers taking the initiative to draw students is 
quite different. It’s indeed a welcome step by NYT. 
Nothing like providing young and impressionable 
minds a true experience of  what it is like working in 
a news publishing house. 

**********************

We have all heard about newspapers reaching out 
to young readers, but here is something remarkably 
different. Writing for the Columbia Journalism Review, 
its contributing editor Trudy Lieberman explains 
why one local paper launched an online section for 
older readers. The new effort from the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette, she says, is a little unusual: it’s aimed directly 
at older audiences. 

In April this year, the paper launched Aging Edge, 
a section of  its website dedicated to the interests and 
concerns of  the area’s “older adults, their families 
and the professionals who deal with them”. The idea, 
according to Lieberman, came from Gary Rotstein, 
a veteran Post-Gazette journalist, the objective being 
to cater to a region that has a high proportion of  
the elderly. Some of  the subjects covered include 
‘staying healthy’, ‘aging at home’, and ‘preparing for 
the end’. The reporting, again, is more localised 
and community-driven. Yet another example worth 
replicating here in India. 

**********************

We have an article about ad blocking in this issue. 
Chris Sutcliffe, writing for TheMediaBriefing.com, 
wonders whether some publishers blocking users of  
adblock from the site is a reflection of  yet another 
phase in the "arms race" between publishers and users, 
or whether it is the first step towards re-educating 
users that worthwhile content needs to be paid for. 
Few will disagree that quality content deserves a price 
to be paid. 
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Palm oil methyl ester (POME) was prepared to 
replace petroleum-based oils in the formulation 
of  offset printing ink, which in turn reduces 

volatile organic compounds (VOC). Also, to suitably 
produce offset printing ink. POME ink is prepared 
from vegetable oils which are biodegradable and eco-
friendly. Its print quality was tested on gloss-coated 
paper. The different readings of  printed samples were 
assessed for quality reproduction and print samples 
found all right were considered for analysis of  optical 
density and colour differences of  POME ink printed 
on gloss-coated paper. 

Background
There is now consumer pressure to use renewable 

rather than petroleum-based resources. Printing 
ink manufacturers will be forced to reduce VOCs 
from solvent-based inks in order to comply with 
air quality regulations.  Therefore, the reduction of  
VOCs in petroleum-solvent-based printing inks to 
meet environment regulations without sacrificing 
functional properties presents a technical challenge. 
One of  the major alternatives is to use vegetable-
oil-based products as bio-renewable raw materials. 
On cost grounds, oil can compete well with petro-
chemically derived ingredients normally used to form 
polymers. Particularly in the printing ink industry, a 
pressure has been created in the past few years for 
the replacement of  mineral oil in inks with vegetable 
oil and their derivatives. 

Printability analysis on 
gloss-coated paper 
Current environmental concerns and legislation principally look at 
reducing petroleum-based oils and ultimately eliminating solvent 
emission (expressed as volatile organic compounds) from printing 
inks. The main object of this study by M. Nandakumar and N. Bose is 
to replace petroleum-based oils with vegetable oils for preparing offset 
printing inks. They prepared palm oil methyl ester to replace petroleum-
based oils in the formulation of offset printing ink, and tested its print 
quality on gloss-coated paper

Over the years, different materials have been used 
as binders. Environmental concerns and increasing 
demand for petroleum had led researchers to develop 
new technologies to produce binders using renewable 
raw materials. In sequence, by using soybean oil 
blended with thermally polymerised soybean oil, 
it was possible to produce black and coloured 
printing inks with equal or better physical-chemical 
properties than petrochemical resins used as vehicle. 
Indeed, when compared with petrochemical-based 
ones, bio-based printing inks showed better friction-
resistance coefficient, improved degradability, higher 
compatibility with carbon black pigment and light 
vehicle colour that allowed the use of  less pigment 
amounts.

Further studies were made on the characterisation 
of  vegetable oils and some of  their derivatives which 
are commonly used in offset printing ink formulations. 
Chemical and rheological characterisations were 
performed in order to gain a better insight to produce 
improved quality of  offset printing inks on the basis 
of  sound scientific criteria rather than empirical 
notions. Alkyd resins modified by sunflower oil 
(SOA) and by rapeseed oil (ROA), were evaluated in 
offset formulations with mineral oil as diluents. The 
most suitable alkyds for this kind of  application were 
determined. A new type of  ink using karanja oil was 
formulated in place of  mineral oil and the physical 
properties of  karanja oil was measured and compared 
with that of  alkali refined linseed oil. It was found 

ECO-FRIENDLY POME OFFSET PRINTING INK
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that karanja oil can be used only in cheap-grade 
offset printing because of  the darker colour and 
pungent smell. Our objective is to formulate POME 
offset printing ink with the complete substitution of  
mineral oil to produce good quality offset printing 
on gloss-coated paper.

Material and method
Experimental work was carried out in laboratory, 

selecting a round bottom flask which was fitted with 
the soxhlet apparatus shown in Figure 1. Above that, 
a reflux condenser was fitted with water circulation 
used for cooling down methyl and water vapour. 
1000 ml of  palm oil, 35 ml of  4N sulphuric acid as 
a catalyst and 50 ml of  methanol were added in the 
soxhlet apparatus and heated for 30 minutes. The 
temperature was maintained at 600C throughout the 
process of  esterification. The soxhlet apparatus and 
reflux condenser were removed after completion 
of  esterification. The mixture was transferred from 
the flask to a separate funnel. The aqueous layer was 
separated from the solution and the ester was washed 
with water several times to remove the sulphuric acid, 
which was used as a catalyst. Purified ester was taken 
to prepare the ink varnish.

Ink varnish was prepared by taking 250gm POME, 
84 gm soya isophthalic alkyd resin, 240 gm phenolic 
high-melting resin, 3 gm aluminium hydrate and 3 gm 
BHT were charged in a flask fitted with a mechanical 

stirrer and heated to 180°C in an electric mantle. The 
temperature was measured carefully and the mixture 
was cooked for 20 minutes. The prepared varnish was 
allowed to cool slowly to the room temperature.

Preparation of  offset ink
Offset ink was prepared by taking measures as stated 

in the Table 1 in a borosil glass beaker and then milled 
with the help of  a laboratory three roll mill for 5.5hrs. 
The grinding gauge measurement was observed 
at various time intervals. When the grinding gauge 
reading was 2-3µ, the grinding is sufficient for offset 
printing. Finally, 6 gms manganese drier, 3 gms BHT 
and micronized poly ethylene wax was added in the 
three roll mill and ground for 30 minutes. Rheology 
properties of  inks were checked, Viscosity and yield 
value of  ink were measured by Laray Viscometer at 
30°C. It was allowed to set for 72 hours and then it 
was used for printing.

Figure 1: Preparation of  methyl ester of  palm oil – (1) water-cooled 
condenser, (2) soxhlet apparatus, (3) palm oil + methanol +sulphuric 
acid, and (4) heater.

Table 1: Printing ink composition

Ph
oto

s: 
M

N
/A

G
PC

Experiment
The aim of  the research is to define the print 

quality of  POME ink printed on gloss-coated paper 
on a four-colour sheet-fed offset printing press. The 
quality of  the printed samples were checked with Xrite 
SpectroEye spectrophotometer. Individual printed 
sheets were examined on five locations selecting four 
corners and the centre of  the printed sheets. The 
average value was suggested due to the variation of  
ink transfer. There are many factors which influence 
the ink transfer from ink rollers to plate, from plate to 
blanket, and finally to paper. The test form that was 
used contained different control strips and elements: 
solid patches for C, M, Y, K, two colour overprint 
patches, 40 per cent and 80 per cent dot gain patches, 
slur/doubling control elements, registration marks, 
etc. An offset printing press Heidelberg CD 102 
four-color sheet-fed machine was used. Gloss-coated 
paper of  120 g/m2 was used as substrates during 
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the experiment. Four-colour CMYK CtP plates 
with screen frequency of  60 cm-1 were used for the 
purpose of  the experiment.

Spectro-Eye of  Xrite spectrophotometer was used 
for measuring the optical density and the colour 
characteristics in the CIE Lab color space. The 
spectrophotometer measures the degree of  light 
absorption or opacity of  the image; all measurements 
were in accordance with ISO 12647-2. Printed series 
of  samples was characterised by a gradual smooth 
change of  ink quantity – from under-inking to 
over-inking. When the test samples were printed, by 
method of  maximum printing contrast, the optimal 
quantity of  printing inks on gloss-coated paper was 
determined.

Ink Density
The density values of  POME ink sample sheets 

of  gloss-coated papers were measured with Xrite 
SpectroEye spectrophotometer. The standard density 
values and the measured density values of  process 
colours C, M, Y, K for gloss-coated paper are given 
in Table 2. 

density for cyan is 1.48, for magenta 1.46, for yellow 
1.13, and for black 1.70, all close to the standard 
readings. As a whole, the POME ink printed density 
on gloss-coated paper is good and gives high quality 
reproduction of  prints. 

As per the ISO 12647-2 Standard, the tolerance 
density difference is 0.05; that is, 5 per cent of  the 
value. Our readings fall within the tolerance level and 
hence POME ink produces desirable print density on 
gloss-coated paper. 

LAB values
Assessment of  colour is more than a numeric 

expression. Usually, it’s an assessment of  the colour 
difference (delta) from a known standard. CIELAB 
is used to compare the colours of  two objects. Given 
the ΔL* Δa* Δb* values, the total difference or 
distance on the CIELAB diagram can be stated as a 
single value, known as ΔE*ab. 

Figure 2: Standard ink density vs POME ink density.

Table 2: Standard ink density vs POME ink density values

The solid ink density (reflection density) is a 
function of  the percentage of  light reflected.  From 
Table 2 and Figure 2 it is observed that the reflection 

The CIE LAB values specified in ISO standard 
and LAB-measured values taken from the POME 
ink experiments for C, M, Y, K inks on gloss-coated 
paper is graphically represented in Figure 3.

The LAB value of  POME ink tested with Xrite 
spectrophotometer and compared with ISO 12647-2 
Standards are given in Table 3. The colour difference 
of  cyan is ΔEab 2.81, for Magenta ΔEab is 3.02, for 
Yellow ΔEab is 3.99, and for black ΔEab is 2.53; the 
deviation tolerance as per ISO is 5 and the differences 
are within the prescribed value. Hence, the LAB 
value of  POME ink produces good quality of  colour 
reproduction on gloss-coated paper through offset 
printing process. 

From Table 4, the colour difference of  magenta 
on yellow overprint ∆Eab is 2.96, for cyan on yellow 

Gloss-coated paper
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Figure 3: Colour parameters – ISO vs POME.

Table 3: CIE LAB values – ISO vs POME for process colours (CMYK)

Table 4: CIE LAB values – ISO vs POME for additive colours (RGB)

<
The experimental results demonstrate that print 

density and LAB values of  POME inks were equally 
good on gloss-coated paper, matching International 
Standard ISO 12647-2 (graphic technology – process 
control for production prints).

(M. Nandakumar is principal and head, Department of  Printing 
Technology, Arasan Ganesan Polytechnic College, Sivakasi. N. Bose is a 
senior professor in Mechanical Engineering, Mepco Schlenk Engineering 
College, Sivakasi. They wish to thank G. Valasubramanian, Surabi 
Chemical Industries, Sivakasi, for providing all facilities for preparing 
POME offset ink.)

overprint ∆Eab is 2.91, and for cyan on magenta 
overprint ∆Eab is 2.81. The colour differences are 
within the range of  5 as mentioned in the standard 
and the consistency of  the print quality of  additive 
colours are within the tolerance limit.

Our JOurnals
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The journey to an integrated 
newsroom

The journey of HT Media from a conventional newsroom setup into an integrated one was the topic of 
a presentation at last year’s WAN-IFRA Mumbai Conference by Nicholas Dawes, chief editorial and 
content officer. He explained the reasoning behind the changeover, the thinking that went into the 
shape the newsroom finally took, and the principles that are powering the organisation’s progress in 
its new avatar. More from Gayatri T. Rao

Three considerations mainly drove the change at 
HT Media, Nicholas Dawes, then chief  editorial 
and content officer, told the audience. They 

were: the changes in the market due to the advent 
of  digital media, the future of  the print media, and 
economic factors. “We’ve chosen to integrate rather 
than make a separate digital business because we know 
that the product will never reach its full potential if  
we do not put the full strength of  our 800-strong 
editorial operation behind it. Secondly, we did it 
because we know that our print product will stagnate 
and die if  our journalism isn’t exposed to what’s going 
on in the digital world. And thirdly, because we think 
that the economics are such that anyone who thinks 
he can sustain two large separate editorial operations, 
two large separate sets of  technology and production 
processes, is very soon going to be confronted with 
some nasty realities about costs and sustainability. 
“We are a 91-year-old company. We have 23 

separate editions produced and circulated all across 
the country. And the variety that you see on the front 
pages is much more limited than the variety that you 
see in the inside pages – variations in terms of  shapes 
of  the page, variations in terms of  advertising, the 
story choices, etc.”

The decision to integrate the newsroom stemmed 
from two separate concerns – how to present more 
exclusive stories in the HT’s two main language 
publications (English and Punjabi) – and whether 
the progress of  digital journalism would ring the 
deathknell for print journalism, Dawes elaborated. 
How digital forces could be brought to bear on print 
media, and how the print media could influence the 
digital choices made were two aspects considered. 

The modified operations took shape after thinking 
on two levels – at a theoretical level, about the core 

of  Hindustan Times, and at a practical level, about 
the physical and technical roadblocks and hurdles 
to quickly making and implementing decisions, he 
explained. Backed by a supportive management, a 
decision was taken to revamp the whole system, 
Dawes said. “So we took that 45000 sq feet space of  
our office and we remodeled it. We invested heavily in 
new technology and a unified CMS that would bring 
together all of  our operations across the country. And 
bring together print and digital. And gradually bring 
all the publications of  HT Media on one platform.”

Integration at HT doesn’t mean just bringing together 
print and digital. In the new, integrated format, the 
decision makers, instead of  being located at the four 
corners of  the newsroom, behind closed doors, sit at 
the centre of  the room. There is a conference table 
right in the middle of  the room. Everybody sits in the 
open. “So you can very quickly walk up to the middle 
of  the room to get something done,” Dawes told the 
audience. This fosters the active participation of  the 
editor in the editorial proceedings and mechanism 
and continuous engagement throughout the day in 
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Nicholas Dawes launches into his speech at the conference.
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<

discussing how to drive stories in print, web and the 
social media.

Also, Delhi is no longer just the place where the 
editor-in-chief  and the promoter happen to sit. It is 
now the hub of  the national operations, where the 
common pages of  the whole system are produced, 
where the values of  the organisation are set, expressed 
and inculcated. At the same time, Hindustan, the 
big Punjabi paper; Mint, the English paper; and the 
Hindustan Times all keep their own identities, with 
ample space for all the editors and the reporters to 
interact with each other, he stressed. 
“We have also brought a lot of  data into the 

newsroom,” Dawes said, adding that the use of  
analytics is another major change that has been 
ushered into the HT Newsroom. “There is a big 
panel there, which will show the website traffic. The 
newsroom will be constantly alive to what’s going on 
around the world.” Contextual stories with depth are 
chosen to help journalists understand the relationship 
between their journalistic purpose, their mission and 
the performance of  the content of  their stories. 

Dawes presented a case study of  the data on 
reports on the anti-reservation agitation in Gujarat 
by HT’s Prashant Jha, complete with the number of  
page views and the amount of  time spent by readers 
on the page. “You can also see where the traffic is 
coming from. He is getting traffic from social media 
and Google News. You can even see who are sharing 
this content on Twitter. … If  we can attract this 
kind of  audience, then we can engage them in a 
conversation on solutions for the issues in the story,” 
he explained. 

But the story is far from complete. “We have a long 
journey in front of  us,” Dawes said. “We have to layer 
it with training and structuring. We have to build our 
audience on a better set of  products. So essentially, our 
approach to integrating is to remember what we are 
for as Hindustan Times and to drive that mission very 
clearly with all of  our people - to create a powerful, 
flexible, national, strong-enough technology and 
skills, to integrate and roll it all together in making it 
relevant to run our very complex system.”

New concept for processing direct-mail 
products and inserts

EasySert

One2out – clever precollecting and processing. Two different jobs (A+B) are 

produced simultaneously on the same system, at up to 40,000 collections  

per hour. Collections of up to 41 advertising brochures are processed  

with JacketFix and then bundled in the new PostStack unit.

Drupa innovation ferag…

WRH Global India Pvt. Ltd.

Suite 3C, 3rd Floor, M6 Uppal’s Plaza

Jasola District Centre

New Delhi – 110 025 

Phone +91 11 4165 8080

Fax +91 11 4165 8008

info@wrh-global-india.com
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Experience one2out and EasySert live on our trade show stand
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Navigator The planning and control tool for all applications

ValuePlus Optimal efficiency thanks to tailor-made retrofits

Valecom Special advertising formats that generate a high response rate  

and quantifiable impact

Tried-and-tested inserting technology with a groundbreaking innovation! 

Developed to meet the high expectations of advertisers and consumers 

alike.  

Hall 15, Stand D25-1

ad_one2out_rind_survey_210x143mm_en_drupa_20160404_mai.indd   1 04.04.16   13:23
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The models under review were considered 
from the points of  view of  the rationale for 
change, the working process, achievements, 

constraints and the way forward, Werfel said. 
Giving an overview of  global newspaper revenue 
generation 2014, he said print and digital 
circulation revenues stood at US$ 92 billion while 
print and digital advertising revenue was US$ 87 
billion. Newspaper advertising revenues have 
registered a 5.2 per cent dip from 2010 to 2014. 
The study set out key aspects from each model 
for consideration. These included core areas of  
importance which the respondents identified from 
experience, aspects that needed special attention, 
pitfalls to watch out for, and the pros and cons of  
the model in general. Summing up the conclusions 
drawn from the study, Werfel said:

Changing demands and preferences from • 
the market have stimulated an evolutionary 
process
The printing industry is innovating and • 
experimenting to come up with the solutions 
best suited to the challenges
The cost of  printing is coming more and • 
more into focus; those who don’t adapt will 
lose their market position
The European models that have been found • 
to work best are turning printing facilities 
into profit centres or engaging an external 
operator
In India, national dailies outsource printing • 
either to independent printers or to printing 
facilities of  other newspapers

New and emerging 
business models
Against the background of falling advertising revenues, publishers and newspaper printers 
have been looking for new business models to plan their futures. WAN-IFRA prepared a report 
on new and emerging business models, and a synopsis was presented by Manfred Werfel,                      
deputy CEO and executive director, Global Events, WAN-IFRA

In North America, publishers are finding • 
that handing over the printing to experienced 
printers is the most efficient way forward
The newspaper printer as a service provider • 
for the print media is the most favoured new 
tried-and-tested model across the globe

Taking an average of  the respondents’ own 
assessment of  their models, it was revealed 
that five out of  the eight respondents reported 
high satisfaction with their chosen models, and 
healthier bottom lines, five said set-up speed was 

“medium” while two found it “high”, four said 
ease of  transition was “high” while three said it 
was “medium” and one found it “low”. As far as 
risks were concerned, the participants were evenly 
divided between “medium” and “low” while six 
said long-term prospects were “high” and the 
remaining two felt it was “medium”. 

By presenting the results of  the study, “we 
hope to stimulate a discussion among the print 

NEWSPAPER PRINTING COMPANIES

Manfred Werfel presents the results of  the case study.
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community,” Werfel told the audience. The cases 
studied were profit centres owned by the publisher, 
the operator model, where an external operator is 
given the responsibility of  running the print shop, 
the external service provider who takes on this 
responsibility, joint ventures between publishing 
units, independent printers, outsourcing of  
printing some editions of  a newspaper, and online 
printers who sell newspaper printing in all sizes 
from an online portal. 

Matthias Tietz, CEO of  RBD, Germany; 
Assaf  Avrahami, CEO and VP Technology and 
Operation, Yedioth group, Israel; Armin Elm, 
Technical Director, Mittelrhein-Verlag and CEO 
Presse Zustelldienst, Germany; Heiko Schroder, 
CEO, TMI Services, Germany; M Kummerling 
and M Rettig, Managers of  Druckzentrum Rhein 
Main, Germany; Gary Hughes, Senior Director, 

Manufacturing Operation, Newspaper Group and 
General Manager, Vaughan Plant, Transcontinental, 
Toronto, Canada; K Balaji, Director, Kasturi and 
Sons Ltd., publishers of  The Hindu, India; and 
Stephan Buhler, Sales Manager, dierotations-
drucker, Germany, were the industry experts who 
contributed input to the study. 

(Manfred Werfel also takes care of  the World Printers Forum, the 
print community within WAN-IFRA. He heads a department with 
expo, sales and conference specialists as well as newspaper production 
experts. This report had appeared in the WAN-IFRA India 2015 
Printing Summit Conference Summary.)

<
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World News Publishing Focus
Your Guide to the Changing Media Landscape

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH WAN-IFRA

The issue of  ad blocking is complex. Beyond 
annoyed users and publishers losing revenue, 
there are many stakeholders: the ad block tech 

providers, advertisers, online retailers, platforms 
(notably Facebook, Apple and Google) and anti- ad 
block tech providers. The complexity of  the issue 
means there are, unfortunately, no simple answers.

Why is it happening?
Why are so many consumers installing ad blockers? 

There are several reasons:
■  Display advertising has become ever more 

intrusive to the online user experience. On the 
small form factor of  mobile phones this is an even 
bigger problem than on desktop – many ad formats 
completely or partially cover the content the user is 
trying to see.

■  As described in WAN-IFRA’s recent 
Data Privacy Report, consumers are increasingly 
concerned with their private data being traded freely 
on the Internet, including through cookies and other 
trackers enabled by ad tech.

■  Page-loading times are badly affected by big 
ad files and server calls from a panoply of  players 

Ad blocking: publishers 
ponder solutions
Few stories about media have garnered as much coverage in recent times as that of the increased 
uptake of ad blockers. The story took off in August, following the publication of a report (by Adobe and 
PageFair) that stated there are now some 200 million users globally blocking ads through browser 
plug-ins, up 41 per cent year-on-year. Publishers are working hard to respond, with strategies ranging 
from restricting access to content for users with ad blockers enabled, to driving traffic to apps. A report 
by WAN-IFRA’s Cecilia Campbell

in the digital advertising ecosystem (illustrated in the 
LUMAscape), none of  whom have direct relationships 
with consumers.

In short: Consumers are installing ad blockers to 
gain control over their online experience, which has 
been negatively affected by an advertising ecosystem 
beyond publishers’ control.

Majority of  publishers concerned
More than half  of  the 82 publishing industry 

executives who took part in a recent WAN-IFRA 
survey say they are “extremely likely” to join and 
actively support an industry-wide standard response 
to ad blocking. In all, 56 per cent of  respondents 
told us they would back such a movement, with a 
further 31.7 per cent saying they were “somewhat 
likely” to support it. Asked “How concerned are you 
about the potential effects of  ad blocking on your 
publication(s)?” more than 75 per cent said they were 
either “extremely” (32.9 pc) or “very concerned” 
(42.6 pc). Over 65 pc of  respondents stated that 
between 50 and 75 pc of  their digital advertising was 
current display.

Ad blocking constitutes a threat to publishers, who 
stand to lose ad revenue for every user who blocks 
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ads (as opposed to advertisers, who only spend their 
money once an ad has been served). 

What if  publishers do nothing? If  publishers allow 
ads on their sites to continue to obscure content, slow 
down websites, pry into data, and break the audience’s 
trust, then a large technology platform company like 
Facebook or Apple will have the opportunity to step 
in and set the rules.

Possible paths for publishers
Publishers around the world are responding to 

the impact of  ad blocking in different ways, from 
marketing actions aimed at moving mobile users into 
apps to blocking access to content for users with ad 
blockers enabled. Here are some of  the learnings to 
date:

Blocking access to content, asking users to 
disable ad blocker

The Washington Post constitutes the most high 
profile example in this category. In early September, 
the publisher started testing blocking content access 
for users with ad blockers enabled, with a box popping 
up encouraging users to become paying subscribers, 
according to AdAge.  

Axel Springer’s Bild is showing users with ad 
blockers the message “With ad blocking activated, 
you can no longer visit Bild.de. The user can then click 
either ‘Deactivate ad blocker now’ or ‘Subscribe to 
BILDsmart.’” According to an article in the Financial 
Times on 4 November, Axel Springer CEO Mathias 
Döpfner, in a conference call with reporters, stated 
that in the month since the anti-ad blocking measure 
had been in place, the proportion of  readers using 
ad blockers when accessing the Bild website had 

dropped from 23 per cent to a “single-digit” when 
they were forced to choose between switching off  the 
software or paying for a subscription. The majority of  
users opted to switch off  the ad blocker.

Ask visitors to switch off  ad blocking / ask for a 
donation

Many sites display request notices to visitors 
who are blocking ads, asking the user to switch off  
blocking, or to make a donation to support the 
sites’ production costs. This approach has so far not 
proven effective. PageFair conducted 576 such tests 
on the web properties of  220 publishers. One-third 
of  one per cent (.33 pc responded to the appeals by 
making an exception for the site in their adblocker’s 
block list. And of  this tiny number a third later 
removed the exception. The permanent conversion 
rate was ultimately less than a quarter of  one per cent 
(.22 pc). 

Serving ads by circumventing the ad blockers
There are a number of  tech suppliers in the market 

providing solutions, which in effect disable the ad 
blocking software, letting advertising through. Warns 
Johnny Ryan of  PageFair: “This ‘cat and mouse’ or 
‘trench warfare’ approach fails to take into account 
the large community of  people who contribute to 
the ad blocking lists. They contribute their time pro 
bono for the most part. Eventually after a period of  
playing cat and mouse with a publisher the ad blocker 
community tires of  updating the lists with the new 
locations of  every new ad and instead raises the stakes 
by retaliating with a blanket block of  all javascript on 
the publisher’s site. All javascript. What that means 

How likely are you to join and actively support an 
industrywide standard response to ad blocking?
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Ad blockers are plug-ins to browsers that block ads before they are loaded by the browser. Ad 
blockers use lists of rules (ad filters), to determine what should be blocked. On desktop computers, 
AdBlock Plus, developed by the Germany-based company Eyeo, is the most widely used ad block 
technology, and it’s available for most browsers. Ad blockers have existed on desktop for many years, 
but user adoption has taken really off this year. Most of the top ad blockers are free to download.

On mobile, Apple, in a much-publicised move, enabled content blocking in the Safari browser on 
iOS9, which means developers can now produce ad blocking apps, downloadable from AppStore. 
On Android smartphones you can either use the Firefox browser with AdBlock Plus, or use a browser 
like Ghostery Privacy Browser. The default browser Chrome does not accept ad block plug-ins.

It should be noted that ad blockers would not exist were it not for user demand, ad blocking 
is very much a user-driven business. Attempts to deal with ad blocking by suing the software 
companies behind them ignores the real issue – the intrusive and slow-to-load user experience 
caused by bad display advertising – and have indeed been fruitless.

is that the publisher finds their analytics, advertising, 
content, and any other features driven by javascript 
broken.”

Personalised ad experience
One other option, currently considered by The 

Guardian, as reported in Digiday, is to, in some 
way, “put the user in control” of  their advertising 
experience. However, the publisher has yet to take 
concrete steps to achieve this vision.

 
What’s the good news?

The good news for publishers is that they 
have a direct relationship with consumers, and 
the opportunity to build on this. There’s also an 
opportunity for publishers to get in the driver’s seat 
in relation to advertising. Much of  the current issues 
with slow loading times and intrusive ad formats are 
due to the complex ad ecosystem and all the third 
parties. Some publishers are already dealing directly 
with advertisers around branded content campaigns. 
Branded content provides a better experience for 
users and improved engagement for brands and 
will no doubt increase in popularity as ad blocking 
increases and display declines.

WAN-IFRA is taking an active role on the ad 
blocking topic, and along with Digital Content Next, 
issued a Call to Think earlier this year. In addition, 
we have set up a resource centre devoted to the topic, 
which contains our articles as well as links to the latest 
ad blocking stories in the news, a Twitter feed that 

follows the #adblocking hashtag, presentations, and 
more. [www.wan-ifra.org/microsites/ad-blocking]

(This article was originally published in the November-December 2015 
edition of  World News Publishing Focus, the bi-monthly magazine 
published by WAN-IFRA.)

What is an ad blocker?
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reconfiguration
of regioman at TOI

The largest user of  newspaper presses from 
manroland web systems (mrws) in India has invested 
in the reconfiguration of  its existing Regioman systems 
in Chennai and Pune. For the past two decades, the 
Times of  India has been cooperating with mrws as its 
trusted partner for printing technology and services. 
Now, the newspaper is expanding the capacities of  
its printing centres in Chennai and Pune to boost the 
levels of  productivity. 

In Chennai, the system will be expanded with two 
printing towers and two reel splicers. The two new 
webs will be guided through the existing printing 
towers to create two independent 32-page presses and 
to increase flexibility and capacity. A reconfiguration 
of  the existing Regioman with a new printing tower 
is also planned for Pune. The capacity there will be 
expanded from the original 32 plus 16 pages to 32 
plus 24 pages. In December 2016, the new printing 
towers will leave the mrws headquarters in Augsburg 
and head to India. The reconfigured Regioman 
systems are scheduled to begin operation and boost 
capacities from mid-2017.

ProImage solution appeals 
to Concord Monitor

Speed, efficiency and flexibility were the key features 
of  the ProImage NewsWay Production Workflow 
System that appealed to the decision makers at the 
Concord Monitor in Concord, NH. 

The Concord Monitor prints numerous daily, weekly 
and seasonal commercial newspapers, magazines, 
catalogs and preprints and spurs a circulation of  
12500 daily and 14500 Sunday for their own paper. 
With such a variety of  products NewsWay allows 
them to centralise tracking of  page/plate status and to 
critically review RIPed pages prior to CtP. This results 
in streamlined impositioning, publication planning 
and softproof/review of  ‘real’ RIPed pages.

Because of  NewsWay’s exceptional flexibility, 
Concord’s production team uses NewsWay for 
a multitude of  production specific tasks such as 
integration of  the Pitstop Server for pre-flighting 

and down sampling PDFs, tab and mini-tab/4-up 
impositions, page size normalizations for their various 
publications and scenarios. This comes especially 
handy for accepting new customers who don’t want 
to change their design dimensions for Concord’s web 
widths & cutoffs. In addition, Concord can retrieve 
jobs automatically from a variety of  locations via 
FTP since NewsWay automatically pulls these jobs 
into their workflow and makes them available via 
Windows-based networking. Proofs of  Ripped pages 
can be sent to Windows printers and varying page and 
plate approval settings by publications are possible. A 
high-resolution preview assists with CTP setup and 
quality control. 

 ProImage’s customer service and technical support 
team has been praised for their prompt replies, 
responsiveness and flexibility. This was especially 
evident during the transition from producing film 
on old Prepress PantherPro/36 imagesetters to CTP 
via BasysPrint UV Setters, and the editorial system 
migration from NewsCycle/DTI Content Publisher 
to Miles33 GN4. 

Ben Allen, IT manager for Concord Monitor 
states: “NewsWay has become an essential time 
saver to accommodate all our quick turn-around for 
commercial customers. We will be testing remote 
production and TIFF delivery for a sister paper soon, 
and anticipate going live shortly thereafter.”

Sun Chronicle taps into 
Eco ink software

The Sun Chronicle in Attleboro, MA, a United 
Communications Corporation paper, recently 
installed ProImage’s popular OnColor ECO Ink 
Optimization Software to reduce ink consumption 
and ink cost on their offset press. The paper is using 
the Eco Saas (Software as a Service) for their daily 
newspaper publication plus six weekly publications 
generating an average of  60 colour pages per day 
and an average of  51000 print copies per day. Based 
on their data and estimation, they have been using 
about 16 per cent less colour ink since starting to use 
ProImage OnColor ECO Software. 

Eco automatically analyses PDF files and determines 
the exact amount of  ink needed to produce the 
newspaper without jeopardising quality. It does 
this by automatically converting pages to the right 
colour space regardless of  whether objects are RGB 
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or CMYK, pixel or vector data. The Sun Chronicle 
has reported an improvement in print quality since 
using Eco and experiences a more consistent print 
outcome. OnColor Eco uses a unique algorithm to 
ensure a close match between the output and the 
intended source space – even when it is unknown. By 
using OnColor ECO SaaS – a cloud service that 
allows users to process colour pages over the web 

– no purchase of  the application itself  is necessary 
resulting in immediate ROI and ink savings. 

The Sun Chronicle (formerly The Attleboro Sun and 
the Evening Chronicle) is a daily newspaper in Attleboro, 
MA. It also publishes the weekly Foxboro Reporter, 
weekly shopper Entertainment ADvisor, and the Silver 
City Bulletin in Taunton, MA. United Communications 
Corporation (UCC), based in Kenosha, WI, is a family-
owned, privately held media company, operating 
television stations in New York and Minnesota and 
newspapers in Illinois, Massachusetts, South Dakota, 
and Wisconsin.

 

Retrofit readies Pueblo 
Chieftain for the future

manroland web systems has recently concluded the 
successful second phase of  retrofits and upgrades to 
the Uniset press at the Pueblo Chieftain. This means a 
modernisation of  servers, drives, and unit controls to 
improve diagnostics, security, and performance what 
includes a range of  hardware retrofits, as well as the 
addition of  a new Automation Diagnostic Server 
(ADS) and a retrofit of  the entire press network to 
Ethernet.

The retrofit of  the controls at the Pueblo Chieftain 
will keep the equipment in operation with the latest 
technology available. “This retrofit is a way to make it 
possible for the Pueblo Chieftain’s Uniset press should 
continue to work at its best level of  production 
for a long time to come,” says Bill Reiser, service 
consultant for manroland web systems, “They will 
see the benefits immediately, with the ability to use 
enhanced diagnostic tools, which can eliminate future 
downtime.”

The advantages the Pueblo Chieftain will obtain by 
installing the Automation Diagnostic Server will allow 
press crews to have immediate access not only to the 
new control system themselves, but will provide them 
with a prompt connection to manroland web systems’ 
experienced team of  technical experts. With the 

ability ADS provides to view online documentation 
and wiring diagrams simultaneously, the press 
engineer and the manroland technician will be able 
to save time with the precise and clarified sharing of  
information.

The retrofit of  the drive system, the section and 
folder unit controllers guarantee parts replacement 
and availability of  the press for the future, eliminating 
any parts obsolescence issues. manroland web 
systems was chosen for this upgrade because of  the 
company’s ability to provide a phased approach to 
these upgrades and retrofits without a significant 
interruption to production. Additionally, the 
manroland web systems team was able to provide 
Project Management, technical excellence, and 
the logistical knowledge needed to implement the 
changeover.

The Pueblo Chieftain, published by the Star-Journal 
Publishing Corporation, is a print and online news 
source for Southern Colorado. The daily newspaper 
providing users with local and national news, sports, 
classifieds and information about local events is 
published seven days a week, 365 days a year.

new Colorman system 
gets started in Kenya

The Nation Media Group in Nairobi seems 
convinced of  the promising potential of  the African 
newspaper industry and decided to invest in a 
manroland web systems Colorman e:line at the end 
of  2013. On March 17 this year, the inauguration 
celebration for the print-house building was held, 
which was constructed on the existing printing 
grounds on Mombasa Road especially for the new, 

The Aga Khan presses the start button on the Colorman e:line in the 
presence of  Wilfred Kiboro, Alfred Mutua, Joe Muganda, Gideon 
Aswani (covered), and Joe Mucheru (from left).
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ultra-innovative Colorman e:line. Fifty-six years ago, 
His Highness, the Aga Khan, founded the Nation 
Media Group (NMG), the largest independent media 
company in East and Central Africa. Since then, the 
company has aimed to provide citizens with serious, 
reliable information allowing them to form their own 
opinions. 

The Aga Khan also emphasised the associated 
corporate policy in his speech at the inauguration, 
which he personally attended. For him and his 
company, the new manroland web systems newspaper 
printing system going into operation represents 
a special milestone. Every day, the Nation Media 
Group prints thousands of  copies of  the Daily 
Nation, Business Daily, and the Taifa Leo, as well as the 
weekly, The EastAfrican. In the future, they will all be 
produced using the new COLORMAN e:line.

On March 17, the event celebrating the new 
Colorman e:line was held on the Nation Media 
printing grounds. In the presence of  the Aga Khan, 
the newspaper printing system was officially put into 
operation. High-ranking individuals from politics, 
including Alfred Mutua, governor of  Machakos 
County, and Nation Media Group CEO Joe Muganda 
as well as the chairman of  the board, Wilfred 
Kiboro, were present. manroland web systems was 
represented by project manager Ralf  Schädlich as 
well as Wolfgang Hiesinger, project manager for 
newspaper printing systems, who both arrived from 
Germany. 

The entire event was broadcast on African 
television, including live interviews. In addition to a 
speech by the Aga Khan, the event was accompanied 
by different lectures. The highlight of  the supporting 
program was the start-up of  the Colorman e:line, 
initiated by the Aga Khan.

The new newspaper printing system can print up 
to 86000 newspaper issues an hour, making it the 
fastest of  its class. At the same time, the Colorman 
e:line in a 4-1 configuration convinces with top 
printing quality, outstanding automation, and a high 
degree of  flexibility. “This is what we call future-
proof,” states Wolfgang Hiesinger from manroland 
web systems. Gideon Aswani, production director at 
NMG, underscored the production time, reduced by 
a tremendous 65 per cent, as a major advantage of  the 
Colorman e:line. For Nation Media, this means being 
able to produce the same print run in two-and-a-half  
hours, a venture that would have taken six hours 
before. Furthermore, the company has managed 

significant reductions in waste, saving them up to 
eight million Kenyan shilling annually. Nation Media 
is especially happy with the functionalities offered 
by the Colorman e:line, including the production of  
special advertising formats such as booklets, super 
panoramas, Flying Pages, half-covers, and oversized 
advertising spaces. 

Nation Media is considering expanding its 
newspaper printing system to include a sixth printing 
tower to exhaust the space available in the newly 
erected printhouse building and increase productivity. 
In addition, last year, NMG concluded a ten-year 
service contract with manroland web systems, which 
includes employee training, process optimisation, 
maintenance, and possible repairs, among other key 
features. Both companies expect a long, successful 
business relationship.

German media house 
opts for KBa web press

A renowned German media house has opted 
once again in favour of  a triple-wide compact web 
press from Koenig & Bauer with the investment in 
a further 6/2 Commander CT. Configured with two 
reel-stands, two 6/2 towers and a folder, the press is 
expected to come on stream in summer 2017. 

The company’s print capacities will be extended 
by the press’ maximum rated output of  45000 full-
colour, 48-page copies per hour. Says publishing 
manager Siegmund Radtke: “Alongside its reliability 
and print quality, the Commander CT’s ultra-short 
job and pagination changes were what persuaded us 
to purchase this press again.”

Four years ago, Mittelrhein-Verlag invested over 
€42m ($47m) in a highly automated and cutting-
edge printing centre in Koblenz. The heart of  the 
centre, a triple-wide KBA Commander CT with four 
reelstands, four 6/2 towers and two folders, will now 
be extended with a new compact web press. The 
6/2 KBA Commander CT will be engineered for 
the Rhine format, with a maximum web width of  
2100mm (82.67in). In addition to the Rhein-Zeitung, 
the triple-wide press will print frees, inserts and 
contract work with a total weekly print run of  some 
two million copies. 

The Rhein-Zeitung is one of  Germany’s largest 
regional titles with a paid circulation of  some 185000 
copies. It is published daily in 13 local editions 
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KBa reports 46 per cent 
more revenue

The year has started well for Koenig & Bauer 
Group (KBA). At €258.8m, group revenue in the first 
quarter was up 46 per cent on the prior-year figure 
of  €177.3m. All three segments posted considerable 
gains in sales, with new presses for growth market 
packaging printing climbing to over 70 per cent of  
the total. Incoming orders of  €266.3m were slightly 
higher than revenue this quarter. Accordingly, order 
backlog at the end of  March stood at €582.4m, an 
increase on the figure from the start of  the year of  
€574.9m.

Continuing solid capacity utilisation at the group’s 
sites, cost savings from the group realignment, price 
adjustments and structural changes to the product 
portfolio have a positive impact on earnings. KBA 
president and CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann: 

covering the wider Koblenz area from Westerwald 
to Hunsrück and from the Eifel to the Taunus. The 
newspaper is thus the media group’s core product. 

“The printed regional newspaper can look forward to 
a bright future as long as the conditions are right. We 
therefore invest with conviction in the latest press 
technology from Koenig & Bauer,” says publishing 
manager Siegmund Radtke. 

Nevertheless, Mittelrhein-Verlag, founded in 
1946, was one of  the first companies to set up an 
online service back in 1995 and it is constantly being 
expanded.

The two KBA Pastomat reelstands for reels up to 
1524mm (60in) wide are embedded in a KBA Patras 
automatic reel-loading system, like the existing press. 
It will be possible to select 5/12, 7/12 and 11/12 
ribbons for spadias. 

The two compact four-high towers equipped with 
automatic roller locks can be spilt down the centre 
for maintenance access. The towers will feature 
KBA PlateTronic automatic plate changing, KBA 
NipTronic bearing technology, KBA FanoTronic 
fan-out compensation, automatic colour-register 
controls, KBA CleanTronic blanket washing, inking-
unit washing and central ink pumping. The press 
will be controlled from KBA ErgoTronic consoles 
incorporating a KBA EasyTronic automation module 
for minimum waste and short set-up times. Together 
with the company, experienced KBA specialists will 
perform all maintenance, production monitoring 
and press checks for the 6/2 Commander CT. 
Preventative maintenance and press inspections 
ensure a high degree of  reliability and production 
efficiency. 

The investment in the 6/2 Commander CT 
continues the successful partnership between 
Mittelrhein-Verlag and Koenig & Bauer. 

A 3-D schematic of  the expanded 6/2 Commander CT for the Rhein-Zeitung in Koblenz.

KBA-Sheetfed also offers workflow solutions for networked printing plants 
under the brand KBA 4.0.
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“Numerous optimisation measures are taking effect 
as planned. This quarter we thus improved earnings 
by over €18m to +€2.1m (EBIT) or +€0.6m (EBT) 
year-on-year.”

The group’s gross profit margin rose from 20.6 pc 
to 29.8 pc. EBIT this quarter came to +€2.1m. In the 
first quarter of  2015 there was still a loss of  €16.2m. 
A slightly negative interest result of  –€1.5m led to a 
group pre-tax profit this quarter of  €0.6m compared 
to –€17.7m the previous year. After deducting income 
tax expenses, group net profit at 31 March was €1.6m 
(2015: –€16.9m). This corresponds to earnings per 
share of  €0.11 (2015: –€1.01). 

Cash flows from operating activities in the first 
quarter were clearly positive at €15.4m (2015: 
–€29.3m) as was the free cash flow at €11.3m 
compared to –€31.1m the year before. Funds at the 
end of  March 2016 came to €195.6m. Less bank 
loans, net liquidity was €179.8m. A lower discount 
rate for pensions reduced the equity ratio to 25.3% 
(end of  2015: 26.5%).

The KBA Group’s largest segment, Sheetfed, is 
still on the right track with a 41 pc rise in revenue, 
a quarterly profit of  €5.7m (2015: –€2.7m) and a 
high order backlog of  €264m. In the run-up to the 
industry’s leading trade show, drupa, and given longer 
lead times, incoming orders of  €135.7m in this 
segment were below the unusually high order intake 
of  €174.7m in the first quarter of  2015 as expected. 

The volume of  new orders in the Digital & Web 
segment rose by 23 pc year-on-year and revenue 
more than doubled to €27.9m. 

The segment loss of  –€1.8m improved greatly 
compared to twelve months ago (2015: –€8.7m). The 
KBA management board expects positive earnings 

for the entire year given the growth in order backlog 
to €77m. 

At €115.1m (2015: €117.4m), the volume of  
incoming orders in the Special Segment was roughly 
the same as the previous year’s figure (2015: €117.4m). 
Revenue grew by some 40 pc to €88.6m. At €0.2m, 
the quarterly profit was below the prior year (€1.2m), 
whereby the project execution of  a security press 
order led to delays impacting on profit. Earnings are 
expected to improve further over the coming quarters 
as planned given the strong order backlog. 

In its outlook for 2016 the management board 
confirms the statements made in its annual report 
for 2015 published on 24 March. KBA president 
and CEO: “Despite economic problems in key 
sales markets I remain confident that group revenue 

KBA-Digital & Web addresses traditional and new industrial markets for digital web inkjet printing with the new KBA RotaJet L-series.

The increasing focus on the growth of  markets in digital and packaging 
printing was emphasised in KBA CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann’s 
speech to the shareholders.
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new Internet website 
for the KBa Group 

KBA has completely redesigned its Internet website 
in cooperation with an agency from Dresden, and 
has adapted it to the changes in user behaviour. The 
new website is more clearly structured, has less text 
and is more dynamic, with automatic links to useful 
detailed background information. 

With its new Internet website, KBA has also 
responded to the rapid increase in the mobile use 
of  the World Wide Web. The individual pages 
automatically adjust their representation and 
navigation to the output device being used, whether 
smartphone, tablet or desktop. 

The streamlined design without time-consuming 
frills as well as the editorial revision of  the content 
are geared to a modern company and product 
presentation. With the objective of  stronger 
bidirectional communication, the options for 
online contact have become more direct and more 
purposeful.

The clear structure of  the pages and the many 
functional improvements mean that the required 
content can be found more quickly. For example, 
the product pages have been supplemented by 
user reports and videos that can be clicked directly. 
What has remained is the glossary function, which 
explains the technical terms by mouse-over, as well 
as an optimised platform for online applications and 

will rise to around €1.1bn in 2016 and that we will 
achieve the EBT margin of  3 to 4 pc announced. 
The substantial cut in cost base after completing the 
group restructuring, improved capacity utilisation, 
implemented price adjustments and a stronger footing 
in less price-sensitive growth and special markets will 
be beneficial.” 

After the realignment is complete, the KBA 
management board will focus again on generating 
growth in existing and new packaging markets, on 
industrial applications in digital web printing and 
expanding the service business. The group pays 
special attention to robust earnings in all segments 
and strengthening the company’s financial power for 
strategic options.

In his speech to the shareholders, KBA president 
and CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann emphasised the 
positive results of  the restructuring. Claus Bolza-
Schünemann: “We have turned over many stones. 
We are therefore all the more pleased that KBA has 
remained stable during this transition phase and that 
we were able to exceed the forecasted EBT margin 
of  2 pc by almost 50 pc in the turnaround year 2015. 
The fact that this extensive programme was able to 
be implemented without seriously weakening our 
financial power has created strategic scope for the 
future.”

After 29 years as shareholder representative 
professor Horst Peter Wölfel, a former dean of  the 
department of  Structural Dynamics at the Technical 
University Darmstadt, has left the supervisory board 
having reached the age limit. The AGM elected Dr 
Andreas Pleßke as his replacement. 

As chief  restructuring officer (CRO) on the Parent’s 
management board from May 2014 up to his planned 
departure at the end of  April 2016, Dr Pleßke 
significantly shaped the fruitful implementation of  
the Fit@All restructuring programme and guided 
it to success with great skill. Matthias Hatschek, 
an entrepreneur from St. Martin in Austria, who 
has been on the supervisory board as shareholder 
representative since 2006 was elected to serve for 
another five years. The six workforce representatives 
on the supervisory board were all re-elected by the 
group’s employees in April 2016. With two female 
members each for every six board members on both 
the capital and workforce sides, the partially newly 
formed Koenig & Bauer AG supervisory board 
fulfils the proportion of  women on the board of  30 
per cent required by German law.

The new website of  the KBA Group shows itself  to be mobile, dynamic 
and user-friendly.
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extensive download options. As in the past, the latest 
news about the company, its products and services as 
well as practical user information will still have high 
priority in the KBA website.

The new Internet website at www.kba.com, in 
German and in English, covers not only the Koenig & 
Bauer AG holding company but also the subsidiaries, 
KBA-Sheetfed Solutions, KBA-Digital & Web 
Solutions and KBA-Industrial Solutions in the major 
locations of  Radebeul and Würzburg. 

new sales director at 
KBa-Digital & Web

Xaar appoints head of Sales, 
Americas

With effect from 1st October 
this year, Stefan Segger, 48, 
currently general manager of  
subsidiary KBA Asia Pacific in 
Singapore, will become the new 
sales director at KBA-Digital 
& Web Solutions in Würzburg. Stefan Segger.

Segger, an experienced and valued expert esteemed 
by customers and colleagues alike, takes over as head 
of  the sales team for newspaper, commercial and 
digital presses at KBA’s headquarters in Würzburg. 

A focus of  his new role will be to establish KBA 
digital presses (RotaJET series) more firmly on the 
market and expand on his good business ties with 
commercial and newspaper companies active in the 
field of  web offset printing further. His experience in 
key account management is extremely beneficial. 

Segger began his career in 1984 working at Albert-
Frankenthal. Twelve years ago, he was appointed 
general manager of  subsidiary KBA Asia Pacific in 
Singapore. He later also took over the reins of  KBA-
Australasia. 

He has since been responsible for the sales 
and service of  KBA sheetfed and web presses in 
Southeast Asia, Australia and New Zealand, and has 
considerably expanded KBA’s market position in this 
growth region together with his team. 

Andreas Friedrich, 40, will take over Segger’s role at 
the helm of  KBA-Asia-Pacific. He has been active in 
web press sales since 2001 and worked successfully 
at KBA-China in Shanghai since 2005. As general 
manager for the sales and service of  KBA web 
presses in China, North and East Asia he also has 
many years of  experience and a raft of  contacts in 
the Asian market.

Xaar, leading inkjet technology 
specialist, has announced the 
appointment of  Oscar Planas as 
director of  Sales Americas. Planas 
has over 30 years' international 
experience working with companies 
such as 3M, Imation, KPG and Oscar Planas.
Kodak. Most recently he was transition manager, 
Micro 3D Printing & Packaging, for Kodak. He 
brings to Xaar proven expertise in growing markets 
for print and packaging technologies around the 
world – including Asia and Latin America. Fluent in 
English, Spanish and Portuguese, Planas will head up 
Xaar’s sales activities in North and South America. 
He succeeds Don Whaley who has become Xaar 
director of  Sales EMEA & Global Marketing.

Eco-friendly surface 
cleaners from KS-Chemie

KS-Chemie, a member of  the BÜFA Group, 
develops and markets cleaning products for the 
manual and mechanical removal of  inks, paints and 
varnishes. In addition to products for industrial 
cleaning processes, the company manufactures 
cleaners for use in washing machines in the graphic 
arts industry. The products are characterised by 
high cleaning power and efficiency, coupled with 
environmental compatibility. The portfolio comprises 
water-based and water-free, low-emission products 
with a wide application range for many different ink 
systems. 

Applications include all major automatic and manual 
cleaning processes in the printing and packaging 
industry, processes that dissolve and remove ink and 
glue residues from printing units, rollers, cylinders 
and printing plates. The SpeedyClean products are 
the newest addition to the KS-Chemie portfolio; 
they were developed exclusively for use with the 
new plate-cleaning equipment by D.W. Renzmann. 
The fast-acting and powerful cleaners remove water-
based ink systems, solvent-based inks and UV-curing 
inks at room temperature. SpeedyClean products are 
suitable for all plate materials and for surfaces made 
of  ceramic, steel, stainless steel, aluminum, aluminum 
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alloy, galvanised materials and non-ferrous metals. 
When contaminated cleaning baths are distilled, the 
clean washing agent is separated thermally from the 
less volatile and solid impurities. 

The residual components are paste-like and sticky. A 
rotating scraper can help clean the walls and floor of  
the distillation vessel, but will not remove all residues. 
To dissolve these residues, KS-Chemie recommends 
Roto-Clean, a highly alkaline cleaner concentrate that 
is diluted with 50 per cent water. When the mixture 
is brought to a boil, the residues are dissolved and 
can be conveniently discharged with the cleaning 
solution. In some cases, the residues in a contaminated 
cleaning bath are prone to polymerisation, forming 
incrustations that resemble a thick, tightly interwoven 
coating. They can be removed with a stronger version 
of  the cleaner by the name of  Roto-Clean S. Again, 
this is a highly alkaline concentrate that needs to be 
diluted with 50 per cent water before use.

HP looks to give a new 
dimension to printing

Imagine if  you gave a print command on your 
computer and out came an Aston Martin DB5. In 
2012, that’s exactly what 3D printing technology 
did for James Bond movie Skyfall, when a giant 3D 
printer was used to create a life-size version of  the 
super-car. Since then 3D printers have been used to 
print a range of  things from guns, which can fire a 
real bullet, to prosthetic arms and legs that are made 
to measure.

Now, 77-year-old HP has entered this hi-tech space 
by launching its own range of  3D printers, which 
will be available globally by the end of  this year at a 
starting price of  $130000 a piece (about Rs 87 lakh). 
Among consumer electronic brands, HP is the first to 
enter this space.

Why pay so much for a printer? 3D printers can 
cost anywhere from $2000 to over a million dollars, 
depending what you want it to do.

A 3D printer is not an ordinary printer. It does not 
print on a piece of  paper but creates a physical object 
based on a 3D design by laying down many successive 
thin layers of  materials that can range from different 
types of  plastics to metals to even food. This typically 
helps manufacturers create working prototypes of  
their designs rapidly and reduces the time it takes 
to bring a product to the market by many months, 

as it allows them to rapidly test and modify designs.
By printing functional parts at the individual voxel 
level (a voxel is the 3D equivalent of  a 2D pixel in 
traditional printing), HP claims its HP Jet Fusion 
3D printers offer customers an unprecedented 
ability to transform part properties and deliver mass 
customisation.
“The new HP Jet Fusion 3D Printing Solution 

delivers a combination of  speed, quality, and cost never 
seen in the industry. Businesses and manufacturers 
can completely rethink how they design and deliver 
solutions to their customers,” says Stephen Nigro, 
president of  HP’s 3D printing business. The 
company is hoping to change the dynamics of  3D 
printing just like it did with 2D printing several years 
ago. But, globally, niche companies such as Stratasys, 
3D Systems and Voxjet are already offering cheaper 
3D printers. Stratasys, for example, has launched its 
consumer brand Makerbot in India with a starting 
price tag of  Rs 177500.

            (Courtesy: BusinessLine)

ricoh machines for 
sivakasi college

Ricoh India, New Delhi, has sponsored two 
machines – Ricoh Color Pro C5100S & B/W Pro 
8100S worth  Rs 40 Lakh – for installation at Arasan 
Ganesan Polytechnic College, Sivakasi, setting up 
in the process a Ricoh Printing Laboratory. The 
machines can print with a print resolution of  1200 
x 4800 dpi. 

The partnership will see Ricoh India executives 
participating in the teaching programmes of  the 
college. Richo and Arasan Ganesan Polytechnic 

The Ricoh Pro 8100S black-white printer at the college laboratory. 
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College  will jointly work on research projects by using 
the facilities available at both places. The students and 
faculty will be allowed to use the various facilities at 
Ricoh, New Delhi. There will be common research 
projects. Ricoh will help Arasan Ganesan Polytechnic 
College train students/researches/faculty members 
on industry work standards.

The lab was inaugurated by N.V. Muralitharan, 
managing director, Orient Color Art Printers, 
Sivakasi, and A.M.S.G. Ashokan, past president, All 
India Federation of  Master Printers, New Delhi. 

Konica Minolta installs 
high-end printing machine

Japanese printing technology major Konica 
Minolta has installed the first of  its kind printer with 
3D printing, foiling and embossing capabilities. The 
machine, MGI JET varnish 3D with iFoilmachine, is 
designed in collaboration with the French company 
MGI, in which Konica holds 60 per cent share. 
Priced at Rs2.75 crore, the machine is designed 
to take inputs from digital and offset machines.                                            
M. Dinakaran, proprietor of  Dina Color Lab where 
the machine is installed, says it can be used for printing 
high resolution photographs such as wedding shots 

and also visiting cards. The technology major is 
diversifying into customer centric service industries 
such as healthcare and education. The new focus 
gives the company opportunities to connect with 
consumers directly.

            (Courtesy: BusinessLine)
 

Gravure-class print 
quality, thanks to Kodak

Back in 2014, Neelkanth Bajaj, armed with an MBA 
and years of  experience managing a successful textile 
processing firm, decided to diversify his business. 
Sensing an opportunity in the printing sector, he 
chose to open a pre-press bureau and invested in 
a Kodak Trendsetter CTP and Prinergy Workflow 
software. From day one Bajaj’s mission was clear. 
He aimed to make the company one of  the most 
respected names in the market for commercial 
printing. Two years into the venture, Bajaj Processing 
is flourishing in a highly competitive market. The 
company has established a large client base in the 
pharmaceutical and cosmetic markets for label and 
corrugated packaging applications. 

To expand its business in these fast growing sectors, 
Bajaj Processing recently made the decision to invest 
in a Kodak Flexcel NX Mid Imager (Hybrid) to 
increase the quality of  the plates it produces and 
to open up new opportunities, like flexible package 
printing. An area that is critical for Bajaj’s customers 
is text, particularly for pharmaceutical labels. As 
information carriers, labels become part of  the drug. 
If  information is missing or incorrect—for example, 
if  the wrong dosage is indicated—the consequences 

The Ricoh colour printer.

Posing happily during the Flexcel NX installation at Bajaj Processing in 
Mumbai, l-r :  Hersh Lulla, Kodak, Neelkanth Bajaj, and Nigel Walsh, 
Glunz & Jensen.
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for patients and consumers can be severe.  With the 
Flexcel NX System, Bajaj Processing can achieve 
gravure-class print quality on a wide variety of  
substrates. The secret lies in the dots created on the 
plates. Using Kodak Squarespot Imaging Technology, 
dots as small as 10-microns are imaged onto the Kodak 
Flexcel NX Thermal Imaging Layer. Laminating the 
Thermal Imaging Layer to the Flexcel NX Plate 
eliminates all oxygen between the layer and the plate, 
allowing stable, full-amplitude, flat top dots to form. 
The results are consistent, predictable printing, even 
of  subtle gradations and challenging shadows and 
highlights. 

Says Bajaj, director at Bajaj Processing: “Packaging 
printers have been looking for solutions to 
continually increase efficiency while also improving 
colour quality. As there are considerable business 
pressures owing to condensed cycle times and a 
renewed focus on savings, the Flexcel NX System 
was our pick for investment considering our good 
experience with Kodak products prior to this. Kodak 
Prinergy Workflow drives our pre-press by bringing 
in added reliability and productivity into the mix. Our 
workflow configuration is suited to meet customer 
demands and truly helps us to ‘do more with less’.”

The pre-press setup installed at Bajaj Processing 
includes Glunz & Jensen equipment for processing 
and exposing media.

Edale raises the bar for 
automation

Edale has announced their latest innovation in 
flexographic print: the AIIR fully automated inking 
and print impression and camera-controlled liner 
and cross registration.  Edale has teamed up with 
press control system specialist AVT to integrate 
their camera-based technology into the Edale range 
of  FL3 and FL5 flexographic presses, guaranteeing 
an optimal level of  registration not seen before in 
single-pass printing.  Bespoke software developed in-
house ensures that five additional motors, individually 
positioned on each print station, adjust the print 
impression, inking and cross register to ensure the 
highest print quality.  AIIR is available as standard on 
all new Edale FL5 presses and can be purchased as 
an optional extra on the FL3 press.

As brand owners seek higher quality printing at 
lower costs, printers are constantly seeking ways to 

increase superior output whilst minimising costs.  By 
fully automating print and registration processes, the 
level of  operator intervention can be reduced leading 
to fewer errors and a more consistent, higher quality 
final product.

Registration marks are printed on each station 
and fed through to the AVT Helios S camera 
positioned at the end of  the press. The camera 
analyses the relative positions of  the marks and 
sends necessary corrections to the respective print 
stations. Sophisticated tracking software developed 
by Edale ensures that no additional corrections are 
made until the initial corrections have passed the 
camera, overcoming the common problem of  an 
over enthusiastic operator.

To minimise waste, the AVT Helios S camera 
registration implementation is designed to 
complement Edale’s pre-register and print-to-mark 
register systems, ensuring that a saleable product 
can be achieved in no more than two web lengths of  
the machine. Increased linear and cross-registration 
accuracy can be maintained throughout the print 
run, without the intervention of  operators manually 
adjusting registration settings which can lead to 
increased wastage and out of  register prints.

The technology significantly reduces the number 
of  operator inputs and time needed to set up a job 
by automatically positioning the pressure settings 
based on saved job data or material calliper. Print 
consistency is enhanced through operator-defined 
profiles that adjust pressure relative to press speed. 
The addition of  the new AVT Helios S system, fully 
automatic image-based pressure control technology, 
takes automation and quality to a new level by 
analysing all the print stations during make ready and 
adjusting the plate and anilox rollers automatically. 
This brings the press to perfect print pressure which 
further reduces the reliance on operator input by 
automating the initial setting of  inking and print 
pressure at the start of  each new job.

Goss, DG press announce 
partnership

Goss International has announced a new strategic 
partnership with web offset and service specialists 
DG press. As part of  the agreement, Goss has 
acquired DG press’s Thallo product line, expanding 
the Goss web offset packaging portfolio. In the new 
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our core objective of  providing excellent service to 
our existing customers and partners will continue. 
In addition, the partnership strongly improves our 
international exposure and gives Goss and DG 
press a strengthened market position, taking us to 
the next stage of  commercialization of  the Thallo 
worldwide.”

KBa report focuses 
on drupa

The 48th edition of  KBA Report revolves solely 
around drupa 2016. The KBA Group’s new customer 
magazine is packed with information on all of  the 
exhibits planned for its 3000m² trade show stand 
in hall 16 in Düsseldorf. This includes the unveiling 
of  new presses for sheetfed offset, flexo and digital 
printing, innovative processes such as LED-UV 
and new service and workflow solutions heading 
in the direction of  digital transformation under the 
umbrella brand KBA 4.0. Print samples and user 
experiences are also provided on a raft of  topics. For 
example, Klaus Huber, managing director of  Holzer 
Druck und Medien in Allgäu, Germany, reports on 
his experience with LED-UV and the four-page 
cover of  KBA Report produced using the innovative 
curing technology on challenging uncoated stock is 
in keeping with this topic. 

What is more, the 52-page magazine also contains 
expert articles on current topics, such as energy 
efficiency, operational safety and trace as well as 
reports on various print segments and users from 
a host of  countries. In the editorial, KBA president 
and CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann urges large 

partnership, DG press will continue to manufacture 
the Thallo press platform and service/sell the system 
in Europe, whilst Goss will utilise its global sales, 
service and distribution network to target customers 
in North and South America, Africa and Asia 
Pacific.

Launched in June 2015 and making its drupa 
debut in 2016, the Thallo is a hybrid web offset 
printing system specifically designed for the efficient 
production of  high-quality, flexible packaging. “The 
Thallo is an innovative, cost effective solution for 
flexible packaging production,” explained Bert 
Schoonderbeek, managing director, Goss Europe. 

“As such, this product fits perfectly within the Goss 
packaging portfolio and expands Goss’s overall 
packaging offering which includes the VPak line 
of  press systems. In addition, DG press’s extensive 
technical and market knowledge makes them the 
ideal partner to continue to drive the adoption of  
web offset technology in the packaging sector. Both 
companies will work together on joint development 
activities which will benefit both the Thallo and Vpak 
models.”

Both Goss and DG press agree that web offset has 
many advantages over flexo and rotogravure, such as 
lower cost plates, no solvents, high-quality printing 
on a diverse range of  substrates and fast make-
readies. The Thallo offers all of  these advantages 
plus the latest motion controls, easy-to-use operator 
interfaces and a simple, cost-effective sleeve system.
“With brands requiring shorter runs and just-

in-time delivery, the Thallo is the clear choice for 
converters looking for an efficient, reliable solution,” 
comments Remko Koolbergen, co-owner and 
director, DG press. Peter Kloppers, co-owner and 
director, adds, “The aim of  this cooperation is that 

L-r: David Muncaster of  Goss International, Remko Koolbergen of  DG 
press, Bert Schoonderbeek of  Goss International and Peter Kloppers of  
DG press. 

The latest edition of  the KBA Report focuses entirely on drupa 2016.
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numbers of  the international print community to 
attend this year’s industry meeting in Düsseldorf  
in spite of  the raft of  conflicts and callous terror 
attacks worldwide. Bolza-Schünemann: “We will see 
a host of  new exhibitors with products which were 
previously not part of  the drupa repertoire.” The 
latest KBA Report is available in German, English, 
French, Spanish and Italian. Copies can be requested 
from the KBA regional offices or from the central 
marketing department of  Koenig & Bauer.

attractive bouquet from 
Muller Martini 

Hybrid print products are the future. That is what 
Muller Martini, in line with the buzzword of  Finishing 
4.0, will demonstrate live at drupa (Booth A49 in Hall 
2) how variable magazines and books are produced 
using a fully connected, highly automated machine 
line-up consisting of  sheet-fed offset, web offset and 
digital printing elements.

Offset and digital printing of  magazines and 
books is one thing, the efficient print finishing of  
hybrid products is another. With its key drupa topic 
of  Finishing 4.0, Muller Martini will demonstrate 
in Düsseldorf  how signatures from both printing 
methods can be processed according to a smart 
workflow on a day-to-day basis. Hundreds of  copies 
of  over 20 different print products will be produced 
live each day using no fewer than nine connected 
systems to demonstrate the concepts of  smart 
automation and touchless workflow. 

To enable hybrid products, the print finishing 
systems must naturally be digital ready. Muller Martini 
will present new developments in all segments (saddle 
stitchers, perfect binders, thread sewing machines 
and booklines), such as a brand-new solution for 
the three-sided trimming of  soft-cover books in 
ultra-short runs. The complex hybrid products at the 
Muller Martini booth will include a bilingual ‘in-flight 
magazine’, which will be produced sequentially in 
sets of  four copies, with varying page counts, in A4 
size using the Presto II Digital saddle stitcher. Since 
hybrid products are not limited to saddle stitching 
and are gaining in importance in the softcover 
segment – especially when it comes to high-quality 
customized business reports and school materials in 
the B2B segment – Muller Martini will also present 
the relevant perfect binding solutions. For instance, a 

digitally printed book block will be produced using 
the SigmaLine and fed using the book block feeder to 
the Alegro perfect binder, which will be showcased in 
a new digital version at drupa. The hybrid softcover 
product will be finished with offset signatures that 
are fed via the gathering machine.

 Muller Martini will also be represented at the drupa 
booths of  two digital printing press manufacturers. 
Two identically configured Presto II Digital saddle 
stitchers, each with an unwinding system, cross 
cutting unit (both from Hunkeler) and pocket fold 
unit (from Heidelberg), will be used at the booths of  
the Muller Martini partners Canon Océ and Xerox to 
stitch several of  their trade fair products live. 

Variable print products 
Variable data printing (VDP) today goes well 

beyond simply printing the name of  the customer on 
the product or switching blocks of  text. Businesses 
that have precise knowledge of  their customers and 
their requirements can produce customised print 
products that are more closely targeted.

The SigmaLine, the world’s only complete digital 
book production solution for industrial use, also 
enables VDP production thanks to three new 
modules of  the Connex data and process management 
system (VariableProduction, VariableImposition, 
and VariableBundle). Nowadays, variable printing 
is no longer limited to customised flyers, personally 
addressed direct marketing, personalised annual 
reports and sensitive transaction printing, where 
individual text blocks or visual elements are switched. 
Instead, books and examination papers can be tailored 
to the individual student at universities, and travel 
agencies can have customised brochures featuring 
the preferred destinations of  their customers printed 
and finished in runs of  one copy.

Part of  the challenge consists of  the correct 
compilation of  all signatures together with the 
relevant cover and print finishing using a hardcover 
bookline, perfect binder or saddle-stitcher. All 
modern Muller Martini print finishing systems are 
digital ready to ensure the flexible adaptation of  
books and magazines (right down to a lot size of  
one) under the conditions of  highly automated lot 
production in line with Industry 4.0. 

As a result, all new booklines, perfect binders 
and saddle stitchers have functions enabling print 
products with widely ranging content, thicknesses 
and sizes to be produced highly efficiently, with 

Drupa 2016
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minimal interventions by the machine operators. The 
various Connex modules of  the SigmaLine enable the 
seamless production of  book blocks with different 
sizes and folding schemes. The correct cover is 
then identified accurately at the downstream print 
finishing machine using a barcode matching system. 
VDP is also possible at the Presto II Digital saddle-
stitcher, which enables combined stitching of  digital 
and offset printed signatures on the basis of  pure 
barcode control. Faulty products are automatically 
ejected to guarantee 100 per cent accuracy that all 
magazines conveyed to the three-knife trimmer are 
complete and have the right sequence of  signatures.

The Presto II Digital, incidentally, is a prime 
example of  how variability is not limited to the 
printing process, since print finishing systems are 
also designed with variability in mind. The saddle-
stitcher, which will be presented at the Muller Martini 
booth at drupa, comes with innovative new features 
that significantly increase the variability of  the Presto 
II Digital by means of  automatic adjustments from 
product to product. The same is true of  the new 
three-knife trimmer solution that will be premiered 
by Muller Martini at drupa.

 

renzmann to exhibit 
rotomax-e 20 

DW Renzmann, manufacturer of  washing machines 
and distillation units for the graphic arts industry, will 
exhibit the new Rotomax-e 20 for sustainable solvent 
recovery at the drupa 2016 (Hall 16, Stand D39). 
The powerful distillation unit minimizes disposable 
waste, thereby contributing to active environmental 
protection. Climate and immission protection 
regulations make specific demands on cleaning 
processes, such as the restrictive use of  solvents. 
The new Rotomax-e vaporises and condenses used 
solvent in a sustainable process, minimising the 
quantity of  highly viscous waste. Once the solvent 
in the distillation vessel reaches a predefined level, 
distillation starts automatically. 

The solvent is heated via an insulated, level heating 
floor (20 kW) until it boils and vaporizes. At a 
distillation rate of  60–120 l/h, the Rotomax-e needs 
only a little over two hours to distill 250 liters of  
used solvent. At the end of  the distillation process, 
approx. 94 percent of  the high-quality solvent can be 
reused in various areas. Once the solvent in the boiler 

reaches a predefined level, filling stops automatically 
and distillation begins. An agitator with scrapers 
(rotor) keeps the heating surfaces free of  residues and 
ensures an optimum heat transfer at all times. After 
condensation, the rotor automatically transports the 
reduced residue into a disposal container – manual 
intervention or cleaning is not required. The easy-
to-read display of  the Rotomax-e shows the heating 
temperature, filling quantity, refilling quantity, residue 
quantity and distilled solvent quantity at a single 
glance. 

The Rotomax-e is a highly efficient system that 
recovers up to 94 per cent of  the used solvent, which 
can then be reused for cleaning. This greatly reduces 
the need for fresh, expensive solvent, eliminates 
transportation costs and minimises the effort and 
cost involved in residue disposal. Users profit not 
just by lower expenses; they also make an important 
contribution to the protection of  our environment. 

The robust and cost-effective distillation unit 
comes in two additional sizes besides the Rotomax-e 
20: The Rotomax-e 15 has a filling capacity of  200 
liters and a distillation rate of  45–90 l/h, while the 
Rotomax-e 30 can distill up to 400 liters at a rate of  
90–180 l/h. The distillation rate depends on the type 
of  solvent that needs to be distilled. 

GMG to present 
OpenColor 2.0.4

GMG has announced a new release of  its award-
winning multichannel profiling software, GMG 

The Rotomax-e 20.
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proofing. GMG will be presenting these and other 
innovations at drupa in its own booth, at Hall 8A 
B10. In addition, GMG is also involved in the drupa 
innovation park (Hall 7 B15).

large-format workflow 
software from Onyx

Onyx Graphics will partner with many of  the 
world’s leading large-format printer manufacturers 
and suppliers, including Epson, Canon and HP, to 
demonstrate the power and flexibility of  Onyx 
12, its most innovative print workflow software to 
date.  Visitors to drupa will see how Onyx 12 can make 
printing a variety of  applications more predictable, 
giving print service provider’s (PSPs) confidence in 
the ability to print jobs right the first time. 

The software is available for the full suite of  
products: Onyx Thrive workflow software, Onyx 
ProductionHouse, Onyx PosterShop and Onyx 
RIPCenter RIP software. With a presence in multiple 
partner stands across the show floor, visitors will 
witness the power of  Onyx Thrive, a full featured, 
scalable workflow based on the Adobe PDF Print 
Engine that is optimised for superior performance 
for PSPs of  all sizes. Onyx personnel will be available 
to provide more details and demonstrate Onyx 
solutions at the following booths: Canon Europe 
(Hall 8a B50), Epson (Hall 5 A01-1) and HP (Hall 
17 A01).

renzmann machine 
3400-e to debut

DW Renzmann will present the new washing 
machine 3400-e for thorough cleaning of  press 
parts, ink pans, doctor blades, miscellaneous parts 
and small containers at Hall 16, Stand D39. With 
the e-series, the specialist manufacturer of  washing 
machines and distillation units for the graphic arts 
industry has created a powerful yet inexpensive range 
of  equipment. 

Shorter print runs and frequent job changes mean 
that uncomplicated, fast and thorough cleaning of  
ink-carrying press parts is no longer just desirable, 
but a necessity. The ex-proof  and Atex-compliant 
washing machine 3400-e is designed to gently and 
reliably clean even larger quantities of  press parts, ink 

OpenColor. The highlight of  GMG OpenColor 2.0.4 
is the ability to create separation profiles which can 
be exported to other applications. Following shortly 
afterwards, GMG OpenColor 2.0.5 offers dot proof  
profiles for GMG proofing solutions.

The sheer variety of  printing technologies, spot 
colours, substrates and number of  inks provide 
challenges for proofing. Especially the overprinting 
behaviour, the interplay of  inks printed on top of  
each other on the press, poses a major problem. To 
make proofing simpler (and better), GMG OpenColor 
calculates high-precision profiles and automatically 
transfers them to GMG ColorProof  for printing.

Until now, the only way OpenColor profiles could 
be used was by creating proofs in GMG ColorProof. 
However, GMG has responded to the request of  
GMG OpenColor customers by offering separation 
profiles from OpenColor 2.0.4 that can be used 
in a number of  places: within GMG ColorServer, 
Adobe Photoshop, and within packaging production 
software solutions. For example, users of  GMG 
ColorServer will be able to use more sophisticated 
profiles to convert RGB or CMYK images to CMYK 
with OpenColor separation profiles.

GMG has concurrently introduced an 
ingenious plug-in that allows GMG separation 
profiles to be imported directly into Adobe 
Photoshop: GMG ColorPlugin. With it, users can 
utilise GMG’s MX4 colour separation technology, 
including re-separation and ink optimisation 
profiles, on the desktop rather than in a server based 
environment. GMG ColorPlugin comes in different 
editions: GMG ColorPlugin Standard works with all 
industry standard RGB-CMYK and CMYK-CMYK 
color spaces. 

GMG ColorPlugin Pro adds the ability to implement 
custom colour profiles created in OpenColor 2.0.4 
and existing ColorServer/ProfileEditor profiles, 
letting them match to a target color space across a 
wide variety of  printing processes and substrates. 
Due for release in May will be GMG ColorPlugin 
Packaging, which will offer the additional features of  
channel removal, minimum dot adjust and preview, 
and taking extra advantage of  GMG OpenColor's 
spot color profile functionality.

Due for release in May will be GMG OpenColor 
2.0.5, which allows the creation of  dot proof  (screen) 
proofing profiles for use in GMG DotProof  and 
GMG FlexoProof. This is helpful for determining 
the overprint properties with the benefit of  halftone 
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pans, doctor blades or buckets. The next generation 
of  the washing machine model 3400 makes do 
without additional accessories and meets the highest 
efficiency and safety requirements, despite costing 
less than its predecessor.

The closed washing chamber of  the 3400-e is 
loaded through the machine's front door, which is 
equipped with a counterweight, and supplied with 
solvent from a separate solvent tank integrated into 
the machine. 

The filling level in the solvent tank is controlled 
automatically, and the automatic wash program is 
executed without manual intervention. To ensure the 
operators' safety, the machine can only be started when 
closed. The parts to be washed are placed in pull-out 
stainless steel baskets and cleaned using a system of  
oscillating spray pipes. Short spraying distances and a 
powerful pump ensure optimal cleaning results. The 
working dimensions of  the washing machine 3400-e 
start at a height of  500 millimeters and a length of  
1500 millimeters. The 3400-e stands out by its robust 
and maintenance-friendly design. Large removable 
strainer baskets protect pumps, pipes and the spraying 
system from foreign matter and damage. 

A separate pneumatics control box means that 
pneumatic parts can be serviced without opening 
the control cabinet, protecting sensitive electrical 
components from exposure to damp compressed 
air. The solvent vapors created during washing are 
extracted quickly and completely by a powerful fan 
and pneumatic air intake and mixing flaps.

Customer success to be 
manroland focus

manroland web systems will present its solutions 
at Hall 14, Booth C41. The solutions will aim at 
making customers more successful. The added value 
will be in the focus of  the manroland web systems 
trade show at the world`s largest exhibition for the 
printing industry. Visitors will get to know more 
about the consequently developed, comprehensive 
and customer-oriented press and service portfolio. 
All shown innovations aim directly at cost savings 
and a more of  productivity and flexibility. This also 
applies to press upgrades and press retrofits from the 
company`s service sector as well as to a complete 
digital printing workflow with variable inline finishing 
with the FoldLine. Daily live productions at the 
booth will demonstrate job, format and pagination 
flexibility.

Cron to demonstrate              
‘perfect print’

The highlights of  Cron’s drupa campaign will take 
the company out of  its traditional CtP market and 
into broader fields of  offset press optimisation, plate 
production and flexo packaging. Its theme for the 
show, True Image, True Color, True Print, reflects 
the company’s pursuit of  the ultimate solution to 
cost-effective, fast and perfect print production 
through creative technology application. Cron will 
bring six new products to drupa (Hall 5, Stand B24) 
to demonstrate its progress towards ‘perfect print’, 
from process-less plates to a totally unique approach 
to offset inking.

Closing the loop between prepress and press is not 
yet perfect but increasingly common on new offset 
presses. But as a technique it still eludes thousands of  
existing press users. Cron has solved the problem with 
a revolutionary digital inking system which enhances 
image quality, reduces ink usage and dramatically 
shortens the make-ready time between jobs. Being 
modular, it can be retrofitted to any offset press.

Cron HDI Flexo CTP products are available in two 
formats: 900mm for label applications (to be shown at 
drupa) and 1600mm for general packaging work. Both 
are compatible with all digital photopolymer plates, 
ablative films and polyester-based letterpress plates. 

The 3400-e gently and reliably cleans even larger quantities of  press parts, 
ink pans, doctor blades and buckets. 
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Two versions of  each model are available to enable 
users to tune production to their particular needs. S 
variants have a maximum resolution of  5080 dpi as 
standard and an exposure speed of  1.3 square metres 
per hour. H variants have a maximum resolution of  
9600 dpi and a speed of  3.2 square metres per hour. 
Both use the same exposure platform, adapted from 
Cron’s latest magnetic linear drive system which has 
gained much praise in the offset CtP market for its 
ability to image accurate and high quality dots from 
1-99 per cent.

Two new plates join Cron’s portfolio. Sold under 
the Blackwood brand, they not only streamline the 
production process but also reduce costs and enable 
a higher level of  environmental responsibility. The 
new Blackwood low chemistry UV plate  minimises 
the consumption of  chemicals and water for UV 
exposed plates. With a simple ‘wash out’ bath, plates 
are press ready in seconds and exhibit exacting dot 
reproduction, from 1-98 pc, for either stochastic 
screening (20 micron) or conventional screening 
up to 200 lpi. The new low-chem UV plate will be 
commercially available in the second half  of  2016.

The new Blackwood process-less thermal plate is 
compatible with all thermal platesetters and requires 
no processing or post-imaging wash out. Mounted 
directly on the press after imaging, it delivers 
exceptional printing characteristics with a 1-99 pc tonal 
range in both conventional and stochastic screening 
(200 lpi or 20 micron), fast run up, minimum usage 
of  dampening solution and a low carbon footprint. 
Previewed at drupa, this plate will be available in early 
2017.

The modular design philosophy of  Cron’s existing 
platesetters means that they can be supplied 
standalone or as a fully automated plate line, with 
feed, transport, punching and processing options for 
inline and unmanned operation. The latest addition 
is a new Autoplate unit, now available worldwide for 
VLF CTP units. Offering faster and accurate loading 
for the 100 plates that can be held online, the new 
combination is ideal for book and web offset printers 
as a lower-cost, latest technology replacement for 
existing equipment.

The first in a line of  all-in-one CTP solutions will 
be previewed by Cron at drupa. The new solution 
combines cassette input with precision imaging, 
punching and transport, providing a low cost, easy-to-
use and compact unit which is easy to maintain. The 
exposure engine is based on Cron’s market-leading 

magnetic linear drive platform which provides fault-
free imaging across a wide choice of  resolutions with 
registration accuracy up to 0.01mm and a tonal range 
1-99 pc, in either conventional or stochastic screening. 
The first all-in-one solution (660mm/26” format) will 
be commercially available in the third quarter of  2016, 
with larger formats up to 1168mm/46” targeted for 
2017. The existing range of  CTP engines will be sold 
in parallel giving printers the choice to go for an all-
in-one or modular solution.

Cron will feature a selection of  its existing products 
at drupa. This includes newspaper and commercial 
CtP products together with a range of  complementary 
automation options: autoloaders, punches, bridges, 
processors, processor control systems and software.

Dalim Es 5 upgrade to 
be launched 

At Hall 7, Stand E41, Dalim Software will 
demonstrate new production solutions that serve a 
wide range of  print and content users. The company 
will launch Dalim ES 5—its most significant 
upgrade. ES (Enterprise Solution), the fifth edition 
of  its integrated media production platform, offers 
a complete solution for the management and 
production of  the many aspects of  media services, 
regardless of  final output—print, packaging, large 
format, web, e-book, video, and more.

As part its collaborative brand management 
capabilities, Dalim ES now offers the concept of  
Desktops – a fully customisable, branded web portal, 
transforming the user experience. A new, powerful 
set of  triggers and actions are available, including 
watermarking, to protect assets through a pattern 
overlay. Plug-ins for seamless integration into Adobe 
Creative Cloud add to enhancements such as digital 
rights management and a user-friendly check in-
check out file sharing concept, also Adobe Print 
Engine Level 4 support for Dalim ES and Dalim 
Twist, a result of  close to ten years of  cooperation 
with Adobe.

Dalim Software will be showing how its software 
works for a wide variety of  users and applications. 
For example, the company will be using its software 
to generate wide format and mobile wrap graphics; 
providing a corrugated give-away produced from 
its generated files; creating labels for the bottles 
of  water it will provide; and creating its regularly-
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produced Magazine, among many others. At the 
Canon Europe Stand (Hall 8a, Stand B50-1), Dalim 
Software ES technology will be shown as a front-
end for the latest print production presses, providing 
users of  Océ print production solutions a platform 
to easily extend their reach and deliver remote client 
collaboration and approval. 

KBa focus on packaging 
producers

Koenig & Bauer Group (KBA) generates some 70 
per cent of  its revenue of  over €1bn in the packaging 
market. The press manufacturer is the market leader in 
several packaging segments: in folding carton printing 
with medium and large-format sheetfed presses from 
KBA-Sheetfed in Radebeul, in metal decorating with 
the printing, coating and drying systems from KBA-
MetalPrint in Stuttgart, and in hollow glass container 
printing with the digital and screen printing presses 
from KBA-Kammann in Bad Oeynhausen.

The printing press group also entered the huge 
flexible packaging market with the acquisition of  
KBA-Flexotecnica in Italy at the end of  2013 with 
growing success. The close alliance with HP for the 
development and production of  the world’s largest 
digital press, the HP T1100S PageWide Web Press, for 
the corrugated market is also indirectly attributable 
to the growing packaging market, although in this 
case KBA is only the contractor and HP markets the 
press itself.

A further key and expanding user field which is 
often overlooked in the media is analogue (thermal 

transfer, hot stamping) and digital marking and 
coding solutions (continuous inkjet, laser) from KBA-
Metronic in Veitshöchheim. These systems are mainly 
integrated into packaging and other production lines, 
but also unlock potential for printing and packaging 
plants. KBA-Metronic will demonstrate this on the 
KBA stand at this year’s drupa. With the combination 
of  the udaFormaxx separating system and a CO² laser 
from the laserSystem K series, the KBA subsidiary will 
present a solution for individually applying addresses 
to print products and the just-in-time marking of  
packaging.

During printing a laser-sensitive pigment layer can 
be applied to cardboard, paper, film etc. The laser 
beam then creates a high-contrast marking. The 
individual marking of  the packaging with a laser can 
be done at any point in the production chain. Laser 
marking is reliable, fast, freely programmable and 
works without any consumables. Given the variety of  
print solutions on offer, packaging producers will be 
a core target group for KBA in terms of  the exhibits 
on show at this year’s drupa as well as the raft of  
upcoming analogue and digital innovations.

The udaFormaxx separating system from KBA-Metronic combined with 
a CO² laser opens up new possibilities for printing and packaging plants 
to apply addresses individually and just-in-time marking.

Laser-sensitive marking of  packaging with the udaFormaxx separating 
system and a CO² laser from the laserSystem K series from KBA-
Metronic.

Applying an address 
through an envelope’s 
window with the 
udaFormaxx 
separating system 
and a laserSystem 
K laser from KBA-
Metronic.
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Kodak sonora plates for 
uV printing

Kodak has announced that the volume of  Kodak 
Sonora Process Free Plates increased 50 per cent 
in 2015, powered, in part by sales in the United 
States. Kodak anticipates further consistent growth 
worldwide following the announcement of  new 
Sonora Plates suitable for UV printing at drupa. 
Designed to meet the rigorous demands of  UV print 
applications increasingly used by today’s packaging 
and commercial printers, the new addition to the 
Sonora Plate portfolio will enable printers to take 
advantage of  the expanded set of  opportunities 
associated with UV technology, including flexibility 
and durability, high print quality, and faster drying 
times.  

While process-free plates are most closely associated 
with sheetfed applications, Kodak customers are 
reporting significant benefits from the use of  Sonora 
Plates in new and innovative ways. These include web 
fed applications, where Sonora Plates are rated for 
run lengths of  up to 200000 impressions, along with 
large format (VLF) applications including posters and 
printed display board. Sonora Plates are also rated 
for up to 50000 impressions for offset packaging 
applications and up to 10000 impressions for short-
run UV printing. With Sonora Plate production 
facilities now located in the USA, Europe and China, 
more than 3000 customers across the globe benefit 
from faster supply, support and customer service. 

Global Graphics to 
unveil inkjet package

A new software and engineering services package 
for inkjet press manufacturers that will help 
them get to market quicker by overcoming the 
technical hurdles involved in developing a new 
press will be unveiled at drupa by Global Graphics 
Software. Called Fundamentals, the service provides 
manufacturers with a single source for the key 
software components and engineering knowhow 
that are essential to building a digital front end.  It 
is aimed at label, packaging and commercial inkjet 
press manufacturers initially. The goal is to help them 
to reduce their time to market and their engineering 
costs.

Fundamentals includes best-of-breed software 
from other vendors and marks the start of  closer 
collaboration between Global Graphics Software 
and Hybrid Software, both of  which share the same 
chairman in Guido Van der Schueren. Fundamentals 
creates a much broader software offering alongside a 
RIP – it works with or without the Harlequin RIP – 
and is Global Graphics’ response to the many press 
vendors who are looking for the optimal choice of  
software components to drive their inkjet presses.  A 
key ingredient is the Breakthrough Engineering 
Service provided by Global Graphics colour 
scientists, screening experts and RIP technologists.  
They provide the integration services that link 
Fundamentals together.

Hugo Beck to present high-
speed robot technology

Hugo Beck, leading manufacturer of  flowpack, 
film packaging, and post-print processing systems, 
will introduce its automated high-speed robotic 
product infeed system, coupled with film packaging 
applications for the print and paper industry, for 
the first time at the drupa trade fair. Tasks that had 
to be performed manually in the past can now be 
completed easily and with reproducible results. Hugo 
Beck will round off  its trade fair package with the 
powerful mailline suction belt system, designed for 
processing mailings efficiently, and the entry-level 
flexo X shrink-packaging solution.

The company will show visitors an application 
typical of  the industry that normally needs to be dealt 
with manually in a live demonstration on its own 
stand (B70 in Hall 14). Controlled by Hugo Beck's 
servo X side sealer, a triaxial parallel robot dispenses 
with pinpoint accuracy a text marker on a pre-printed 
magazine insert, which will then be packaged in film. 
The integrated high-resolution camera pre-localises 
the product that needs to be processed. Overall, 
optimum use of  the maximum mechanical output of  
12000 cycles per hour (in the case of  the servo X) is 
made when the magazine is packaged.

The parallel robot – also referred to as a spider 
robot, delta robot or picker – is controlled via the 
packaging machine, where programs already ran can 
be saved and repeated at any time. 

The system is versatile and easy to integrate with 
existing packaging lines, both in combination with 
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Hugo Beck's servo X machines, for example, or 
systems from other manufacturers.

The robot's large work area permits the effortless 
handling of  a hugely diverse range of  products and 
packaging (including awkwardly shaped), such as 
water pistols, stethoscopes, and magnifying glasses. 
This means that businesses involved in post-print 
processing can now respond to customer requests 
with greater flexibility than in the past, easily cope 
with large or small quantities, and increase production 
throughput in the process. The fully-automated feed 
system from Hugo Beck thus enables more efficient 
operating processes and pays for itself  quickly.

Hugo Beck will also present a highly versatile 
solution for processing mailings in the shape of  the 
mail-line suction belt system. On the stand, a friction 
feeder dispenses an envelope-free, creatively designed 
self-mailer. A labeling unit dispenses and adheres 
to the self-mailer the address label, which an inkjet 
printer then marks for dispatch by mail. There is also 
the option of  rotating the address labels by 90°. This 
will allow visitors to gain insight into the company's 
diverse feeder systems. Hugo Beck is one of  the 
world's leading manufacturers of  flowpack, film 
packaging, and post-print processing systems in the 
3000 to 18000 cycle-per-hour performance range. 

Foster lifters to be 
exhibited

Foster, a major supplier of  cutting devices and other 
post-press equipment for nearly 70 years, will have 
a major presence at drupa. At the exhibition, new 

Foster lifters will be shown in the following booths:

HP	 Hall	17	 	 		Foster	Low	Profile	On-a-Roll	Lifter
AGFA		 Hall	08a	/	B62-1,5	 		Foster	Universal	On-a-Roll	Lifter
EFI	 Hall	09	/	A40-1,2	 		Foster	Jumbo	On-a-Roll	Lifter

Founded as Foster Manufacturing, the company 
simplified the name to Foster in 2015 in recognition 
of  a product line that has expanded well beyond 
cutters.  Throughout the Americas, Foster offers a 
complete selection of  quality, precision cutters and 
trimmers for wide format, sign-making and display 
graphics production.  As a worldwide HP partner, 
Foster provides a complete line of  lifters for handling 
the large media rolls used in grand- and large-format 
printing.  Foster products are distributed through 
a worldwide network of  qualified graphic arts 
equipment dealers.

Bobst announces two 
new gravure presses

Leading innovation in the gravure printing of  
flexible packaging, Bobst will announcing two new 
presses at drupa 2016, the RS 6002 and RS 6003, 
each designed to address specific market segments. 
Bobst is also confirming the re-design of  its entire 
gravure range for flexible packaging, a programme 
which began with the 2015 announcement of  the RS 
5002 press.

Erik Bothorel, head of  BOBST Business Unit 
Web-fed, says, "The flexible packaging industry is 
becoming highly segmented, requiring geographically 
and sector-customised products. The RS 5002 
gravure line, our first machineto address one specific 
segment, has been very successful in the emerging 
countries it was aimed at. The RS 6002 and RS 6003 
are designed to bring this same segment-specific 
approach to other parts of  the market.”

The RS 6002 line has new, heavy-duty, gravure 
print units specifically designed for sleeve print 
cylinders, and also features many Bobst software and 
hardware automation systems, including Registron 
register control and the TAPS fully automatic pre-
register function. The RS 6002 is an opportunity 
for converters printing both short and long runs to 
achieve the highest printing quality at a moderate 
level of  investment.  The RS 6003 is the latest  Bobst 
gravure press to offer a wide range of  printing and 

Plug & handle – High-speed robot technology for packaging applications 
in post-print processing with fully repeatable results.
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converting options so that users can create dedicated 
configurations to meet their specific production 
requirements. The RS 6003 is also the new press 
platform that BOBST will use to develop further 
innovations over the next few years.

Giovanni Caprioglio, Sales director of  the Bobst 
Gravure and Lamination Product Line, says, "We see 
the demand for the gravure printing of  packaging 
growing, particularly in emerging countries. The 
RS 5002 press is the best opportunity for printers, 
particularly in Asia, to enter the Bobst world of  
quality and innovation. It is a robust, reliable, high 
quality press. The RS 6002, dedicated to sleeve 
cylinders, features a concentration of  Bobst 
automation technologies that give it fast set-ups, and 
it is available at an attractive level of  investment. The 
RS 6003 is extremely flexible in its configuration, and 
is designed as a high speed, custom-built press."

Pier Luigi Ratibondi, head of  System Engineering 
at Bobst Italia, says: "Both the RS 5002 and RS 
6002 press lines are built using our new platform 
technology, where single-piece frames are replaced 
by a structure using multiple frames. This new design 
allows for high mechanical stability and high accuracy 
in manufacturing. When using sleeve print cylinders, 
a robust structure for the print unit is particularly 
important to withstand the lateral forces generated 
by cones. Our new multiple-frame technology gives 
the platform high levels of  rigidity, particularly in 
critical deflection areas. The RS 6003 delivers the 
highest print quality, at high speeds, and with a 
widest range of  options, available in the industry. As 
an example, our Twin-Trolley technology is probably 
the most innovative system on the market for easy 
and effective handling and for reducing ink use and 
solvent waste." 

The RS 5002 and RS 6002 are available in 1200mm 
and 700–1300mm web widths respectively, and can 
run at a maximum speed of  350m/min. The RS 
6003 is available in 800-1500 web widths and can run 
at 600m/min. At drupa, Bobst will display a stand-
alone print unit from the RS 6002,featuring the new 
MPI gravure inking system, which is available as an 
option. A stand-alone RS 6003unit, equipped with 
both a standard trolley and a Twin-Trolley, will also 
be shown.

New flexo presses
At drupa, Bobst is launching MW, a new CI flexo 

press range dedicated to minimising waste, and 

40SIX, a new, highly automated member of  the 
Bobst Six range. The two models of  the new MW 
range have been developed to help flexible packaging 
manufacturers efficiently produce short or long runs 
respectively. The 40SIX, available in several print 
widths, offers fully automated tool handling which 
speeds up make-readies and considerably reduces the 
need for manual handling.  

Harald Jasper, Bobst CI Flexo Product Line, Systems 
Engineering director, says, "The new MW Minimised 
Waste presses maximise our best technologies within 
a compact and efficient configuration. The MW press 
has a small footprint and excellent print quality, and 
is available in 850mm or 1250mm print widths. The 
MW lines are offered as a standard configuration with 
a limited number of  options that correspond to the 
main requirements of  users. This also means we can 
deliver and install them much more quickly. Outside 
of  the MW configuration, our existing 20SIX model 
is able to respond to every need of  converters, so 
together the MW and 20SIX lines cover the whole 
range of  needs in the flexible packaging industry."

Jens Torkel, managing director of  the CI Flexo 
Product Line, says, “The 850mm wide MW 85 F 
suits the markets’ need for a medium web-width 
press with reduced tooling costs and weights for 
producing short runs. It delivers the highest printing 
speed in its market segment, at up to 500 m/min, 
and it has the most robust print unit available. It has 
a double upper/lower guide for the print and anilox 
shaft, and it has the largest diameter anilox roller in 
its category. The MW 85 F offers a new dimension 
in our industry – it’s the most suitable mid-web press 
on the market for printing both short and long runs 
without compromising on print quality. The MW 125 
has all the features of  the MW 85 F model, plus a 
wider width at 1250 mm, which means it also delivers 
high efficiency and quality on wide packaging formats 
and long runs. Users can also use existing tools and 
gain the efficiency advantages of  the MW Minimized 
Waste platform."

Erik Bothorel, head of  Bobst Business Unit Web-
fed, says, "The whole MW concept is about reducing 
waste and time during set-up. The combination of  
smart GPS pre-registration and pressure adjustment 
with print unit optimisation that will eventually allow 
printing with ECG Extended Colour Gamut, means 
that the MW series will deliver the lowest total cost 
of  ownership in the industry, along with the lowest 
waste and the fastest return on investment."
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In the super-wide CI flexo format, the new 40SIX 
model, designed for print widths over 1450mm and 
up to 2250mm, delivers fast and automated job 
change-overs with safe and easy sleeve handling. The 
40SIX is equipped with smartChange a front ‘portal’ 
and 4-axis automation system that completely relieves 
operators of  the strenuous exchanging of  anilox and 
print sleeve. A newly designed heavy-duty print unit 
features the first smartLOCK automated locking and 
unlocking system, which allows for the easy front-
loading and unloading of  sleeves. 

On every day of  drupe, an eight-coloujr MW 85 F 
CI flexographic press will run live demonstrations 
on the Bobst stand, showing a complete changeover 
between two ECG Extended Color Gamut jobs. Also 
during drupa, the BOBST Competence Center at 
Bielefeld, just 90 minutes drive from Messe Düsseldorf, 
will be demonstrating a ten-color 40SIX press, with 
smartChnage and smartLock, in full operation.

New inking system 
Continuing its role of  leading innovation in gravure 

technology, drupa will see Bobst introduce MPI, a 
multi-purpose inking system that optimises printing 
quality across a wide range of  inks.

The new BOBST MPI system is available as an 
option on all press platforms and printing widths, and 
intwo different configurations - for medium speeds 
up to 350 m/min and for high speeds up to 600 m/
min. The technology will be displayed on a stand-
alone RS 6002 print unit located on the Bobst booth 
at drupa.

KBa, Xerox target 
folding carton market 

KBA-Sheetfed Solutions, a business unit of  the 
Koenig & Bauer Group (KBA), and Xerox have 
announced a partnership to develop an industrial 
digital sheetfed press for the folding carton market. 
Wide format cartons, for items like cosmetics, food 
and pharmaceutical products, until now has relied on 
traditional analog offset production printing.

The KBA VariJet 106 powered by Xerox integrates 
Xerox Impika inkjet technology into the KBA Rapida 
106 press platform. The press, in the final stages of  
development, will print 4500 B1 (750 x 1060mm/29.5 
x 41.7in) sheets per hour. Its modular concept 

enables the combination of  digital inkjet printing 
with optional in-line capabilities such as coating, 
cold foil application, rotary die-cutting, creasing and 
perforating. 
“As a leader in packaging printing our customers 

are confirming that this is exactly the product they 
need for the market opportunity that exists,” said 
Ralf  Sammeck, CEO of  KBA-Sheetfed Solutions. 

“Xerox’s inkjet technology coupled with our packaging 
expertise combines proven technologies to bring the 
right product to market at the right time.”
“By combining digital capabilities like cross media 

marketing, digital storefronts, and automated 
workflows with those of  classic offset printing, our 
customers will be able to offer new products and 
opportunities for their customers not seen in the 
traditional packaging market,” said Robert Stabler, 
general manager, Graphic Communications Business 
Group, Xerox. “The KBA VariJET 106 Powered 
by Xerox will have the flexibility, format and speed 
to help print providers capture this growing market 
opportunity.”

KBA and Xerox will share additional details on 
the new press concept during presentations at their 
respective stands at drupa. The KBA VariJet 106 will 
be available to customers beginning in 2017.

KBA plans takeover of 
Iberica AG SA

Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA) has finalised a letter 
of  intent with Officine Meccaniche G. Cerutti SpA 
(OMGC) in Casale Monferrato, near Alessandria, 
Italy for the 100 per cent takeover of  its Spanish 
subsidiary Iberica AG SA in Barcelona. Iberica 
with some 60 staff  produces medium- and large-
format flatbed die-cutters for board and corrugated 
packaging without own manufacturing facilities and 
until now has mainly been active in Europe and in 
some overseas markets. 

The integration into the global KBA sales and 
service network would greatly improve Iberica’s 
growth prospects. The planned takeover underscores 
the press manufacturer’s announced focus on the 
growing packaging market. KBA’s sheetfed segment 
is the longstanding market leader in folding carton 
printing. Its international customer base for sheetfed 
offset presses and die-cutters is largely identical.
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The first RIND seminar this year was held 
on April 28 at PII-RIND. The focus was 
on Newsprint and News Ink in Newspaper 

Production. There were participants from India’s 
leading news publishing houses, including Deccan 
Herald / Prajavani, Dinamalar, Malayala Manorama, The 
Hindu and The Times of  India.

P.P. Prakash, vice-president – Materials, Malayala 
Manorama, started proceedings with an easy-to-
understand talk on supply chain and logistics 
management, also sharing the Manorama experience.

Manoj Mathew, manager, Product Application 
– South (News Inks), DIC India, dwelt in detail on 
ink manufacturing, the raw materials used and the 
manufacturing process.

Jaiganesh M., research engineer, WAN-IFRA, 
provided a brief  overview of  ink standardisation – 
the international standards followed, printability and 

A close look at newsprint and 
news ink in newspaper production

rheological properties, testing methods, and vendor 
rating based on testing.

Anuj Tyagi, manager, Paper Production and incharge 
De-inking, Hindustan Newsprint, explained how 
newsprint is manufactured at HNL, the raw materials 
and technology used, the use of  virgin newsprint, 
recycled pulps and additives, etc.

Mohanraj P., senior assistant general manager – 
Printing, The Hindu, rounded off  proceedings with 
an interactive session on production with lower 
grammage newsprint, providing a case study from 
The Hindu on how they standardised production with 
42 GSM newsprint.

Last year, PII-RIND had commenced a series of  
technical seminars. The subjects covered were: best 
practices in running a web offset press, printing 
plant maintenance, and CtP systems in newspaper 
production.

From left: P.P. Prakash, Manoj Mathew, Jaiganesh M., Anuj Tyagi and Mohanraj P. seen in various moods during the course of  their presentations.
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Two shots of  participants engrossed in sessions. 
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To help young journalists become better 
informed, and to equip them with knowledge 
and skills to report on national security issues 

in ways that have relevance to a variety of  audiences, 
the Press Institute of  India and the Institute of  
Contemporary Studies Bangalore, conducted a two-
day seminar titled India’s National Security – Threats, 
Challenges, Strategies. This, the fourth in a series 
of  National Security workshops, was held on 3rd-
4th May at the Press Institute of  India, Chennai. 
Foremost experts and senior journalists offered 
valuable perspective and shared experiences.

At the opening sessions, while Nitin Gokhale, 
strategic affairs analyst, author, and former Security 
&amp; Strategic Affairs editor, NDTV, provided an 
overview of  India’s national security environment,                 
R. Prasannan, chief  of  bureau, The Week, New Delhi, 
took a close look at the existing political environment 
in India including Centre-State relations, the security 
situation and major factors of  destabilisation.

Commodore (Indian Navy, Retd) Udai Rao, former 
principal director of  Naval Intelligence, spoke about 
Enhancing Maritime Security in the Indo-Pacific 
through Increased Maritime Diplomacy. He touched 
on the importance of  Indian Ocean and energy 
security, China and Pakistan’s interests; presence 
of  non-Asian navies, India’s diplomacy with island 
nations, and maritime terrorism.

Prof  Bidanda Chengappa, associate professor 
(International Relations and Strategic Studies), 
Christ University, Bangalore, dwelt on Religious 
Fundamentalism, which covered Modernism, 
Church and State, post-Second World War period 
and de-colonisation, religion as a tool for political 
mobilisation, and religious fundamentalism in India.

On Day 2, Prof  V. Suryanarayan, senior 
research fellow, Centre for Asian Studies, Chennai, 
introduced and explained the concept of  India and 
its neighbours, India’s record of  relations with its 
immediate neighbours, and why despite intentions to 
develop good relations, India is still seen more as a 
threat rather than an opportunity. He punctuated his 

India’s national security, the focus of 
a seminar for journalists

presentation with interesting anecdotes and raised the 
bar considerably in the deliberations. M. Ganapathy, 
former secretary (West), Ministry of  External Affairs, 
Government of  India; and R. Seshadri Vasan, head, 
Strategy and Security Studies, Centre for Asia Studies, 
and director, Chennai Centre for China Studies, 
chipped in with valuable inputs.

Post-lunch, P.M. Heblikar, managing trustee, 
Institute of  Contemporary Studies, Bangalore, and 
former special secretary, Government of  India, 
described the government’s Look East Policy and 
how it is likely to be an agent of  change in India’s 
relations with South Asia and Southeast Asia besides 
being a precursor for development of  its Northeast 
region.

C. Jayanthi, assistant professor, Loyola College, 
Chennai, spoke about Multi-polarity and National 
Security and how in a multi-polar scenario, power was 
not concentrated in the hands of  one or two nations, 
it was much more diversely distributed.

The programme ended on a high note with a lively 
panel discussion on India’s foreign policy and the 
media’s role in it. Prof  V. Suryanarayanan chaired 
the session which saw M. Ganapathy and R. Seshadri 
Vasan taking part. Foreign policy is not a stand-alone 
mandate, it is an amalgam of  different departments 
and ministries, all of  whom give expression to the 
government’s objectives. The panel talked about 
how polices were formed and implemented, and 
the media’s role in fostering good relations between 
countries. <

Speakers and participants pose for a picture during the lunch break.
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lakshmi Holmstrom is dead
Lakshmi Holmstrom, who translated 

works of  many modern Tamil writers, 
including Pudumaipithan, Mouni, 
Ashokamitran, Sundara Ramasamy, Ambai, 
Imayam and Salma, into English, died 
recently in England.

Lakshmi translated Ashokamitran’s 
Appavin Snehithar and Thanneer. Though her translation 
of  other writers is well appreciated, there is an opinion 
that she could not succeed in rendering Pudumaipithan’s 
works in English. There was also a criticism that her 
Tamil was not great, but Ashokamitran said what was 
expected of  translators was their mastery over the target 
and not the source language. Historian and author A.R. 
Venkatachalpathy said Lakshmi was single-handedly 
responsible for getting recognition for modern Tamil 
writers in the international literary arena.

Lakshmi, a Tamil, was brought up in Bengaluru. She did 
her M. Litt from Oxford University on R.K. Narayan. She 
was married to noted anthropologist Mark Holmstrom, 
who specialised on industrial cities in India. She was 
appointed Member of  the Order of  the British Empire 
(MBE) in the 2011 New Year’s Honours list for Service to 
Literature.

Lakshmi first compiled a collection of  short stories — 
The Inner Courtyard — by Indian women writers and she 
translated Yellow Fish, a Short Story by Ambai. She had also 
translated poetry, particularly of  Sri Lankan Tamil writers 
bearing witness to the civil war, into English.

             Courtesy: The Hindu)

Wan-IFra focus on safety of 
journalists

On 3rd May, World Press Freedom Day, WAN-IFRA 
appealed for support and endorsement in its latest joint 
campaign to prioritise the safety of  journalists – an issue 
of  deep concern to all publishers. Safety and protection 
are key areas of  focus for WAN-IFRA's press freedom 
advocacy work. During Congress in Washington DC in 
2015, WAN-IFRA dedicated its prestigious Golden Pen 
of  Freedom to Journalists Killed in the Line of  Duty. 
It was felt the situation for the safety of  journalists had 
deteriorated to such a low point that the award was 
necessary as a means to highlight the urgent need for 

all stakeholders to step up and end attacks against 
journalists. WAN-IFRA recently began collaborating 
with Reporters Without Borders to actively push for 
the creation of  the role of  Special Representative 
of  the UN Secretary General for the Safety of  
Journalists. Political will is the most important factor 
in making real, long-lasting and accountable change 
to the way journalists are protected and their safety 
is addressed worldwide. Recognising that media 
themselves have an active role in ensuring all they 
can do to protect the profession, nevertheless 
the majority of  these measures hinge on having a 
committed State apparatus, judicial system and 
rule of  law to back them up. So far, compliance at 
State-level with the various legal frameworks put in 
place to better protect journalists has been severely 
lacking. It is hoped that the creation of  a designated 
role at the highest level of  the United Nations will 
greatly facilitate compliance with the various existing 
international mechanisms and legal obligations 
available. 

On one level, WAN-IFRA, will be seeking the 
support of  its community to help lobby foreign 
ministries and UN ambassadors to put their weight 
behind the proposal and support an eventual vote at 
the UN General Assembly. Building this critical mass 
of  support on the voting floor is vital to ensuring the 
eventual role has a clear mandate, is effective, and 
has real impact. The organisation will be launching 
a public campaign to highlight more generally the 
active support from within the media industry for 
the creation of  a special representative. 

Press freedom in 
Mexico questioned

The World Association of  Newspapers and News 
Publishers (WAN-IFRA) and the World Editors 
Forum expressed deep concern over aggressive 
police operation by the state government of  Coahuila, 
against Armando Castilla, director of  the newspaper 
Vanguardia of  Saltillo. In the early hours of  May 6, 
judicial officials who raided the property of  Castilla, 
with the support of  60 people, 30 of  them members 
of  a police elite group carrying firearms and driving 
heavy machinery, said they were responding to a 
court order whose purpose was the eviction in 
a litigation mortgage debt on the property. The 
operation was carried out a day after the publication 

Lakshmi Holmstrom.
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by Vanguard editorial denouncing acts of  vilification 
and intimidation suffered by the media in recent 
months. 
"The disproportionate sample force in the context 

of  a civil suit and the series of  acts suffered by the 
media in the past few months, cast serious suspicions 
about a possible intention of  intimidation behind 
the operation ," said Marcelo Rech, president of  the 
World Editors Forum WAN-IFRA.  Rech demanded 
the state government "to give assurances that the 
acts committed on May 6 at the site of  Mr Castilla 
were not in order to intimidate the journalistic 
work of  Vanguard and immediately investigate the 
threats reported by the daily as proof  of  Coahuila 
government's commitment to press freedom”. " 

Investigation is a core media 
task, says n. ram
“It is important to take a wide-angle view of  

journalism that sees investigation as one of  its core 
tasks, rather than as a super-speciality or a sequestered 
discipline,” said N. Ram, chairman, Kasturi and Sons 
and publisher of  The Hindu Group of  publications, 
delivering the annual Lawrence Dana Pinkham 
Memorial Lecture at the convocation of  the Asian 
College of  Journalism, Chennai recently.

Speaking on ‘What is special about investigative 
journalism? A critical look at its precepts and practice’, 
he recalled The Hindu’s investigation of  the Bofors 
scandal, to underline the importance of  “fitting 
the investigation into a larger frame”. Ram, who 
led the Bofors investigation as a journalist, said the 
documents that were in hand or in the pipeline were 
vital to the story, but the story should not be lost in 
the web of  complexity. “Investigative journalism is 
not about technique, documentation and data analysis 
although these are essential requirements,” he said, 
adding, “They must be consciously understood to be 
a means to an end, a coherent, nuanced, compelling 
story that serves as a catalyst for progressive change 
or reform.”

The evening also saw Nilita Vachani, a New York-
based documentary film-maker and writer, bagging 
the ACJ award for Investigative Journalism for her 
story in Caravan magazine about the maid who was 
forced into the middle of  an insider trading scandal 
involving Raj Rajaratnam, a hedge fund manager in 
the United States.

After choosing Vachani’s story as the best out of  
111 entries in eight languages, Leila Seth, former 
judge of  the Delhi High Court, said that it was a 
story about how “an illiterate woman was exploited 
by powerful men”. Apart from Justice Seth, the 
other members of  the jury included journalist T.J.S. 
George, Mukul Kesavan and Mrinal Pande. Sashi 
Kumar, chairman, Media Development Foundation 
and ACJ, gave the introductory remarks. Around 175 
students, specialising in various streams, received 
their post-graduate diploma certificates.

                          (Courtesy: The Hindu)

Free press not an absolute right, 
says supreme Court

The Supreme Court has said a free press is the 
heart and soul of  political intercourse and is a 
public educator, but this freedom is not absolute 
and cannot be used by the media to cause injury to 
an individual’s precious reputation. In its judgment 
upholding the constitutional validity of  criminal 
defamation, a bench of  Justice Dipak Misra and 
P.C. Pant revisited the apex court’s judgments on 
the importance of  media’s freedom of  speech and 
expression in a vibrant democracy. It even calls the 
media a “public educator”, making formal and non-
formal education possible at a large-scale, particularly 
in the developing world.

But the court held that the press has to also 
observe “reasonable restrictions” and its purpose is 
to “advance the public interest by publishing facts 
and opinions without which a democratic electorate 
cannot make responsible judgments”. While in 
one breath saying that “freedom of  speech and 
expression is regarded as the first condition of  
liberty”, the court in the next reins in this liberty by 
cautioning that free speech is not an “absolute value 
under our Constitution.”. The court agrees that the 
voice of  dissent or disagreement has to be respected 
and regarded and not to be scuttled as “unpalatable 
criticism”. The judgment notes the arguments of  
senior advocate Sanjay Hegde who submitted that 
criminal defamation in terms of  the press has a 
chilling effect leading to suppressing a permissible 
campaign.
“The threat of  prosecution alone is enough to 

suppress the truth being published, and also the 
investigating journalism which is necessary in a 
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democracy,” Hegde argued. But the judgment also 
gives equal space to senior advocate M.N. Krishna-
mani who argued that “journalists are in no better 
position than any other person”. “They have no 
greater freedom than others to make any imputations 
or allegations sufficient to ruin the reputation of  a 
citizen. A news item has the potentiality of  bringing 
doomsday for an individual. Editors have to take 
the responsibility of  everything they publish and to 
maintain the integrity of  published records. It can 
cause far-reaching consequences in an individual 
and country’s life,” Krishnamani argued. The court 
records submissions that “reckless defamatory 
comments are unacceptable” as the press has “great 
power in impressing minds”.

                (Courtesy: The Hindu)

Google, Facebook to discuss 
media relations

Facebook’s director of  Global News Partnerships, 
Andy Mitchell, and Google’s president of  Global 
Partnerships, Daniel Alegre, have joined the 
programme of  the upcoming World News Media 
Congress to be held in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, 
from 12 to14 June. With the relationships between 
publishers and third-party platforms high on the event 
agenda, the task will fall to Jeff  Jarvis, professor of  
Journalism and director of  the Tow-Knight Center 
for Entrepreneurial Journalism at the City University 
of  New York (CUNY), and Ben Shaw, WAN-IFRA’s 
global advisory director to engage the Facebook 
and Google executives in separate ‘fireside-chats’ 
about the pressing issues from distributed content 
to legal actions in Europe and problems in digital 
advertising.

Publishers too will have their say. In a session 
on Third Party Distributors and the Battle for 
Your Audience, Professor Gabriel Kahn from USC 
Annenberg, whose expertise is in changing media, will 
lead a panel discussion including Andiara Petterle, vice-
president, Newspapers and Digital Media, RBS 
Group, Brazil; Emilio Garcia-Ruiz, managing editor 
for Digital, The Washington Post, USA; Veit V.Dengler, 
CEO NZZ Mediengruppe, Switzerland; and Jarvis.

Liz Heron, executive editor of  the Huffington Post, 
who has the unique distinction of  having worked 
at Facebook, The Wall Street Journal, Washington Post 
and The New York Times, will explain her approach 

to third party platforms when discussing Video and 
Engagement at the Huffington Post. Participants from 
over 60 countries have registered for this year’s event, 
which takes place at the Unesco World Heritage site 
of  Cartagena, a colourful city on the Caribbean coast, 
rich with history, including as a major trading port 
and one of  just two cities in the region authorised to 
receive slaves from Africa. More than 800 publishers, 
CEOs, managing directors, chief  editors, newsroom 
managers, advertising executives and other senior 
news media executives from around the world are 
expected in Cartagena for the events, organised this 
year in cooperation with Andiarios, the Colombian 
Association of  Editors of  Daily Newspapers and 
News Media.

The World News Media Congress also offers an 
array of  workshops and other resources, including 
a workshop on Virtual Reality, a Press Freedom 
roundtable on Reporting Conflict and Peace and 
the 2nd World Media Policy Forum. The small and 
mid-sized publisher’s annual meeting takes place on 
Sunday 12 June.

KTH ties up with Wan-IFra arm 
Swedish technical university, KTH, has signed a 

strategic partnership with the Global Alliance for 
Media Innovation (GAMI), the international hub for 
media labs and innovation clusters created by WAN-
IFRA. KTH becomes one of  the 10 international 
technology and research institutes already affiliated 
to GAMI across Europe, Asia and Latin America.

KTH’s contribution will significantly stren-
gthen WAN-IFRA’s research and development 
capacities, and will facilitate the exchange of  good 
practice and know-how on a scale hitherto unseen in 
this relatively new environment of  news publishing 
media labs. “The media industry requires a reliable 
flood of  new technologies, products and business 
models. Indeed, we see the future of  news media 
being invented right now, all around the globe, by 
hundreds of  different companies, universities and 
entrepreneurs, but their separate efforts, research, 
prototypes and roll-outs get inconsistent attention 
and analysis” says Vincent Peyrègne, CEO of  WAN-
IFRA. “Many good ideas fail only due to lack of  
development support. Others get hyped beyond their 
real value. Vital lessons and examples are not being 
widely enough or rapidly enough disseminated”.
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GAMI’s role is to connect these initiatives, facilitate 
collaboration across the industry and across disciplines, 
and rapidly advance the best innovations and talents 
to the market. The core of  the initiative consists of  
harnessing a constant flow of  information between 
WAN-IFRA news publishing members and a group 
of  leading academic centres who focus not only on 
their education mandates but also on their capacity 
to develop meaningful and purposeful technology 
transfer capacity to better serve the needs of  business 
corporations. The unprecedented collaboration 
between news publishers and expert in innovation 
from the academic ecosystem opens perspectives and 
new opportunities in the challenging area of  digital 
technology innovation. 

GAMI is already engaged in several international 
projects involving technology entrepreneurs, news 
organisations and universities, especially within the 
European framework for research and innovation, 
Horizon 2020.

KTH Royal Institute of  Technology will 
contribute to the strategic roadmap of  GAMI and 
will contribute to its programmes in Research and 
Innovation, dissemination of  best practices, and 
training through its School of  Computer Science and 
Communication (CSC). KTH becomes one of  the 
10 international research institutions who are part of  
GAMI’s international network of  affiliated research 
and innovation centres.

CSC is one of  Sweden’s most advanced and 
successful research and education institutions in 
Information Technology. It works with education 
and research in Computer Science, Media Technology, 
Human-Computer Interaction, Speech Technology 
and Music Acoustics at KTH and at Stockholm 
University (SU). GAMI is WAN-IFRA’s integrated 
not-for-profit innovation incubator founded in 
2014. It supports an international network of  media 
innovation labs, research centres, innovation clusters 
and tech entrepreneurs GAMI's guiding principle 
is ‘Research excellence with quality journalistic and 
engaged media consumption relevance’. 

Indian Digital Media awards 
announced 

The Indian Digital Media Awards 2016, presented 
for the first time, by WAN-IFRA and Google, will 
recognise publishers in South Asia who have adopted 

digital media and mobile strategies as part of  their 
total product offering to meet the changes in how 
people consume news and information today.  

The award categories include: 
News Website •	
Lifestyle Website •	
Digital Advertising Campaign •	
Online Video •	
Data Visualisation Project •	
News Mobile Service •	
Lifestyle Mobile Service •	
Tablet Publishing •	
Reader Engagement •	
Outstanding New Product•	

The competition is opened to all news publishers 
in South Asia. All entries, unless otherwise specified, 
must have been published between 25th May 
2015 and 15th June 2016. Registration of  entries 
is acceptable online at www.wan-ifra.org/idma. 
Unlimited entries can be submitted; payment must 
accompany each entry. Entries that do not conform 
to submission criteria will be disqualified. All entries 
must be received by 24 June 2016; there will be no 
extension of  the deadline. Registration fee to be paid 
by 24 June 2016; all bank charges are to be borne by 
the registrant. Participants must grant WAN-IFRA 
the full rights to retain and use, free-of-charge, any 
images or material from the contest for publication 
in books, exhibitions, websites, or for educational 
and promotional purposes. Following completion 
of  your registration online, a personal link to upload 
nominated materials will be sent to entrant’s email 
within 2 working days. Submissions are strictly online 
based. CD/ DVD will not be accepted. Visit www.
wan-ifra.org/idma for more information. The Indian 
Digital Media Awards will be presented at WAN-IFRA 
India 2016 Annual Conference in Kolkata, India 
from 21 to 22 September 2016. For inquiries please 
contact: Ananda Krishnan G. at anandakrishnan.g@
wan-ifra.org.

Johannesburg to host 
Digital Media awards

With an explosion in mobile news growth on the 
African continent, WAN-IFRA continues to showcase 
the innovation taking place there, now in the form 
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of  an inaugural Digital Media Africa conference 
and Awards competition. Africa joins WAN-IFRA’s 
established Digital Media series of  regional events. 
Johannesburg will serve as the host city, where digital 
media executives will gather from 28 to 30 September 
to debate the hottest digital issues facing publishers 
on the continent and abroad.

The call for entries for the debut version of  the 
Digital Media Africa Awards 2016 competition is 
officially under way. The awards honour individuals 
and news publishing companies that have created 
ground-breaking digital products that engage 
readers while increasing their online business. The 
competition, held in conjunction with Digital Media 
Africa 2016, is open to all news publishers in Africa. 
The winners will be honoured at the Digital Media 
Africa Awards reception, to be held in Johannesburg 
on 29 September during the DM Africa conference. 
Crucially, winners will be eligible for WAN-IFRA’s 
World Digital Media Awards, which recognises the 
best digital initiatives from around the globe.

news Media Congress to discuss
ad blocking report

Ad blocking has caught the attention of  news 
publishers the world over, serving as a wake-up 
call about how to improve the overall online user 
experience. That is just one of  the key findings in 
a just-published WAN-IFRA research report on 
the contentious topic, and that will be presented 
at the World News Media Congress next month in 
Cartagena.

The 76-page report, ‘Ad Blocking: The implications 
and strategies for news publishers’, is the industry’s 
most comprehensive research to date on ad blocking, 
and is the culmination of  WAN-IFRA’s broad 
initiative on the topic that began last summer when 
the global association brought together some of  the 
leading publishers, associations, tech companies and 
more to address this growing threat.

In December last year, WAN-IFRA announced a 
Global Ad Blocking Task Force, comprised of  
publishers in Europe, North America and Asia, and 
supported by WAN-IFRA, which will operate as a 
knowledge center for publishers to share best practices, 
and facilitate discussion among other international 
trade bodies, stakeholders. It will act as a unifying 
voice, with the task of  supporting the industry 

on both global and local levels. Through nearly a 
dozen case studies, the report examines how some 
publishers are already taking action on ad blocking. 
This includes a variety of  publisher approaches, from 
individual titles taking action, including London-based 
City AM, to groups, such as Axel Springer, as well as 
national approaches, such as an initiative by Swedish 
publishers, as well as one in the Netherlands, both of  
which are working with their national chapters of  the 
Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB). Here are just 
five key learnings from the report:

Ad blocking use continues to grow, so publishers • 
must take action
The most effective solution is likely to include a • 
variety of  actions, such as to improve the overall 
ad experience for your users who are not using 
ad blockers
Publishers should focus on mobile-ready • 
advertising opportunities that diversify online
Many publishers have already started • 
experimenting with a variety of  approaches to 
ad blocking users.
For all the talk of  data, readers are actual people. • 
If  publishers are going to stop more people 
from resorting to ad blocking, everything must 
flow from this – trust

In line with the last learning, the report also addresses 
the vital issue of  users' rights and privacy, which could 
legally limit what publishers in some countries are 
allowed to do, even in determining whether a visitor 
to their website has ad blocking software installed.

newly elected executive council 
at IIMC takes charge 

The newly constituted executive council (EC) of  
the Indian Institute of  Mass Communication (IIMC) 
met under the chairmanship of  IIMC’s chairman and 
secretary, Ministry of  Information and Broadcasting 
(MIB), Sunil Arora. The new members of  EC for 
2016-18 include three eminent persons from the field 
of  Journalism -- Kalyani Shankar, Umesh Upadhayaya 
and  Shishir Gupta.

Other members are Mihir Kumar Singh, joint 
secretary, Ministry of  I&B; Dr Subhash Sharma, 
additional secretary, I&B; Vikas Swaroop, joint 
secretary, Ministry of  External Affairs; and Alok 
Mishra, joint secretary, Higher Education, Ministry 
of  HRD. Academic representatives in the EC include 
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Prof  R.C. Sobti, VC, Baba Bhimrao Ambedkar 
University, Lucknow; and Prof  I.M. Kapahy, member, 
UGC. IIMC faculty is represented by Prof  Vijay 
Parmar, Dr Surbhi Dahiya and Rinku Pegu.

                (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Bobby Ghosh to be 
HT editor-in-chief

Senior journalist Bobby Ghosh is all set to replace 
outgoing editor-in-chief  Sanjoy Narayan of  Hindustan 
Times and is expected to join the organisation in June 
or July. Currently, Ghosh is the managing editor of  
the business news website, Quartz. He was previously 
Time Magazine's World editor and was the first 
non-American to be appointed in the role. He has 
previously been Time's Baghdad Bureau chief, and 
one of  the longest-serving correspondents in Iraq. 
He has written stories from other conflict areas, like 
Palestine and Kashmir.  Ghosh has also worked for 
Time Asia and Time Europe and has covered subjects 
as varied as technology, soccer , business and social 
trends. He started his career as a journalist with 
Deccan Chronicle at Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh, 
India. His Baghdad journalism has included profiles 
of  suicide bombers and other terrorists, stories about 
extraordinary Iraqis and also political figures.

     (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

structural changes at Mint
As Mint completes a decade of  existence next year, 

it sees a few structural changes which includes the 
appointment of  Anil Padmanabhan as executive 
editor and Sundeep Khanna as National Corporate 
editor. Padmanabhan, who has been with Mint since 
its inception, and also manages many of  the special 
projects, will now be executive editor and responsible 
for all news operations across platforms. Khanna, 
who has been running Livemint will step in to address 
gaps in corporate coverage, Khanna will spearhead 
Mint’s coverage of  large corporates.

Jose Tharakan, who runs the integrated desk, will 
now in his new role as assistant managing editor, 
Digital, be in charge of  Livemint as well as all related 
digital properties. Ira Dugal has been promoted 
and will now be deputy managing editor. She will 
continue to run Mumbai and Ahmedabad, and also 
play an important role in strengthening deals, financial 
markets and corporate coverage. Anil Penna has 

been promoted will now be deputy managing editor. 
He will run Mint Asia, Mint’s rewrite desk, and also 
oversee special projects and reports for Mint Asia. 
Naresh Mathur has been promoted as the head of  
the integrated copy desk. Ashish Kumar Mishra will 
don the role as deputy editor. Monika Halan will be 
designated consulting editor.

     (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

sameer sikka is COO, 
Businessworld

Businessworld has appointed Sameer Sikka as 
chief  operating officer, Businessworld Group. His 
mandate includes leading and growing Businessworld 
Group’s business along with an enhanced focus on 
digital. Sikka leverages a rich media background, in 
his new role at BW, for the last 14 years he has been 
in the digital media domain. His last assignment was 
at Yahoo wherein he was part of  the Leadership team 
and built the Yahoo business in India. Sikka is a top 
level executive with an entrepreneurial spirit who 
leads business to growth and market differentiation 
with a record of  generating new sales opportunities 
and developing lucrative channel partnerships.

     (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

shravan Garg is consulting 
editor, Businessworld

Shravan Garg has been appointed as the Consulting 
Editor at the Businessworld Group.

Garg will help in ideation, conceptualisation and 
contribution to the Group’s editorial products, its 
print magazines and online editorial platforms. An 
alumnus of  Thomson Foundation, London, UK 
and Salzburg Seminar, Salzburg, Austria, he has over 
40 years of  experience in print journalism covering 
Hindi, English and Gujarati, and, ranging from the 
Indian Express Group to the Dainik Jagran Group. 
Garg has been group editor of  Dainik Bhaskar, chief  
editor of  Naidunia (part of  Dainik Jagran Group) and 
chief  editor, Free Press Journal Group.

     (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

aaj Tak has new executive editor
Sanjeev Paliwal has joined the Hindi news channel 

Aaj Tak as executive editor. He was earlier associated 
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with Live India as managing editor. Paliwal has an 
experience of  almost two decades in TV journalism. 
He has worked with Aaj Tak, DD News and BITV. 
He started his career at BITV, and then went on to 
join TV Today in 2000. He had a brief  stint at DD 
News. He joined Network 18 in 2004 and has been 
an influential journalist for over 10 years.

     (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

new editor for 
Dainik Bhaskar Post

Senior journalist Deep Halder will be joining 
Dainik Bhaskar Post as editor. Halder has more than 
14 years of  experience in print and television media. 
He has worked with Mail Today as deputy executive 
editor. He was also resident editor of  MidDay's Delhi 
edition and worked in senior positions in Hindustan 
Times, DNA and Pioneer.

                                   (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

upendra rai joins Tehelka as 
CEO, editor-in-chief

Veteran journalist Upendra Rai has joined Tehelka 
as CEO and editor-in-chief. He was earlier working 
with Sahara Network as Group CEO and editor-
in-chief. Rai worked with Sahara for six months; 
this was his third stint with the channel. Prior to 
joining Sahara News, Rai was group editorial advisor, 
Businessworld Magazine. He also served as editor, 
News director, printer and publisher of  Sahara India 
News Network and resident head, Sahara India 
Pariwar (January 2010 to December 2014).

               (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)
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May

June

May 31-June 10, organised by 
Messe Dusseldorf, in Dusseldorf, 
Germany: drupa 2016: Touch the 
Future. More details at http://
www.drupa.com/

July 14-16, organised by WAN-
IFRA in Kuala Lumpur: Audience 
Intelligence. More details from 
gilles.demptos@wan-ifra.org

July

August 18-20, organised by FESPA 
in Mexico City: FESPA Mexico 
2016. For more information visit 
http://mexico.fespa.com/en/

August 22-23, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Singapore: Leadership 
Skills Enhancement for Editors. 
More details from  jen.teo@wan-
ifra.org

August 23-24, organised by 
INMA, in Sao Paulo, Brazil: INMA 
International News Media 
Conference. More details from 
michelle.milane@inma.org

August 30-31, organised by INMA, 
in New Delhi: INMA South Asia 
Media Conference. More details 
on INMA website

August

2016

June 8-9, organised by WAN-
IFRA in Hyderabad: Training on 
Photojournalism. More details 
from vijayalakshmi.murali@wan-
ifra.org 

June 12-14, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Cartagena, Columbia: 
68th World News Media 
Congress/ 23rd World Editors 
Forum/ 26th World Advertising 
Forum. More information from 
christin.herger@wan-ifra.org

June 14-15, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Singapore: Writing and 
Reporting News – A workshop 
with a focus on long-form 
writing. More details from jen.
teo@wan-ifra.org

June 16, organised by Newspaper 
Association of  North America, a 
Webinar: Revenue and Audience 
Builders – Ideas that Work.  
More details on the NAA website

June 16-17, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Singapore: Engaging 
Audiences with Data Journalism. 
More details from  jen.teo@wan-
ifra.org

June 17, organised by INMA, in 
Amsterdam: INMA Ideas Day on 
Audience Development. More 
details on INMA website

June 22-23, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in New Delhi: Editorial 
Leaders, Module 3 – Data 
Journalism. More details from 
vijayalakshmi.murali@wan-ifra.org

September

September 14-17, organised 
by INMA, in Monaco: INMA 
European News Media 
Conference. More details on 
INMA website

September 21-22, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Kolkata: WAN-
IFRA India 2016 Conference. 
More details from infoindia@wan-
ifra.org 

September 22-23, organised by 
INMA, in Panama City: INMA 
Latin American News Media 
Conference. More details on 
INMA website

September 28-30, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Johannesburg: 
Digital Media Africa 2016. More 
details from christin.herger@wan-
ifra.org
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advertisement Tariff

Full Page:  

B&W   Rs.  6,000
Colour   Rs. 12,000

Half Page:  

B&W   Rs. 3,000
Colour   Rs. 6,000

Overseas

Full Page : USD  450

Half Page : USD  250

Mechanical Details 
Page : 185 mm x 255 mm
Bleed : 210 mm x 280 mm
after trimming

Vertical half page :
93 mm x 255 mm

Horizontal half page :
185 mm x128 mm

Visit www.pressinstitute.in

annual subscription

India :  
12 Issues  Rs. 480

48 Issues  Rs. 1,500

Overseas : 
USD  50

Yes, digital publishing is here to stay

Tablets might still be a niche market in India, but they are a rapidly growing and promising 
new media channel for newspaper publishers. Digital publishing to tablets is another step 
in the ongoing evolution of the media industry. This change forces publishers to define 
an effective multi-channel publishing strategy, enabling them to effortlessly address any 
channel and to monetise new channels such as tablets successfully. A special report by 
Stefan Horst
                                               
                    >>> more

Dinamalar surges forward on the new media front

A 60-year-old newspaper has adapted and moved with the times, and moved quickly.  Its 
Web site attracts more than two million unique visitors and more than 190 million page 
views a month; its iPhone, iPod and iPad applications have recorded a substantial number 
of downloads and page views, with various apps being made available on the Android 
platform as well. All run and managed by a small team that is highly focused on delivering 
value to users as well as clients, and it has paid off well. Sashi Nair reports on the Dinamalar 
new media success story

                 >>> more
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